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tion of motion reduced from

c

The solution is
§ 163, by taking c^^c, and Cg
concentrates itself about the

to

in

c(I -m>^).

given by (40), (41)
(54). The displacement
to
equatorial plane, or plane through the charge perpendicular
reduced
of
axis
or
per
the axis of motion in the one problem,
ot motion
mittivity in the other. In the limit, when the speed
therefore
as

in

reaches v, the speed of light, the displacement is wholly planar,
vanishes.
as in the eolotropic case when the permittivity C3
Observe, in (52), that the square of u occurs. It does not
far as
matter, therefore, which way the motion takes place, so
is concerned. But it makes a great difference
the

displacement
magnetic force which accompanies the lateral concen
tration of the displacement.
Being given by (46), we see that
in the

H

reverses

itself when the direction of motion is reversed.
carefully noted that P, which is the electrostatic

It should be

potential in the eolotropic stationary medium, is not the electro
static potential in the moving medium, although it is the same
In the eolotropic medium its slope is the
function precisely.
electric force F. In the moving medium its slope is the same
force F, but this is no longer the electric force, which is E
instead, obtained from F by (51) or (52). Again, whilst the
displacement and electric force are not parallel in the stationary
eolotropic medium ; on the other hand, in the moving medium
they are parallel, because the medium is isotropic. To com
plete the differences, there "is no magnetic force in the eolotropic
case, but there is in the moving medium, and it is its existence
which allows the parallel to exist as regards the identical
distributions ot displacement.
Instead of moving the medium past a fixed charge, we may
fix the medium, and move the charge through t the reverse
This is why we put w
u.
The
way at the same speed.
above results apply when the charge q moves with velocity u
through the stationary medium. But it is necessary now to
travel with the charge in order to see the same results, because
the origin is taken at the charge, and it is now in motion.
The
preliminary mathematics is therefore less easy.
The above theory of convection-currents and the eolotropic
comparison I have given before.-* I have now to add a some
what important correction.
For the opportunity of making
=

*

"

Electrical

Papers,"

Vol.

II.,

pp.

-

492-499, 504-516.
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this correction I

bridge,

am

indebted to Mr. G. F. C.

who has been at the trouble ot

working
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Searle,

of Cam

his way

through

Whilst fully confirming my results
my former calculations.
for ? point-charge, and therefore all results obtained there
from

by integration,

he has

recently (in

a

private

communica

doubt upon the validity ot the e.xtension ot the
tion)
solution to the case ot a moving charged conducting sphere,
cast

and has asked the

plain question (in effect) : What justification
taking distributions ot displacement calculated in
the above manner, and cutting them short by surfaces to which
the displacement is perpendicular, which surfaces are then
made ejuilibrium surfaces? For example, in the solution for a
point- charge, I assumed that the solution was the same for a
charged sphere, because the lines of electric force met it per
pendicularly. On examination, however, I find that there is no
justification for this process. The electric force should not be
normal to a surface of equilibrium, exceptions excepted.
The true boundary condition tor equilibrium, however, needs
no fresh investigation, being implicitly contained in the above.
In the stationary case ot eolotropy, the vector F must have no
curl, and since it is the electric force, it is the same as saying
that there must be no voltage in any circuit, so that F must
be normal to an equilibrium surface.
Now, in the problem
the
same condition for
with
fixed
medium
a
ot
charge
moving
curl.
But as it is not
shall
have
no
that
F
mally obtains, viz.,
the electric force E, it is clear that the displacement (which is
parallel to E) cannot be perpendicular to an equilibrium sur
The voltage calculated by the fictitious electric force F
face.
The boundary condition
must come to zero in every circuit.
is, therefore, that F is perpendicular to an equilibrium surface.
That is, P constant is the equation to a surface ot equilibrium
(no longer equipotential in the electrostatic sense), where P is,
however, the same function as in the eolotropic stationary
—

is there tor

=

problem

ot electrostatics.

Therefore, by §163,

we

see

that the

sphere

ot

equilibrium

when the medium (isotropic) is stationary, becomes an oblate
spheroid when the medium is set into a state of steady motion,
In the
the shorter axis being parallel to the line of motion.

limit, when
circular disc,

the
on

speed is v, the spheroid is flattened
edge only is the electrification.

whose

to

a
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a

applies

dielectric medium Is moving
It equally
of electrification.

applies when the whole
fixed spheroidal surface
when the electrification

the other way through a
electrio force in its interior.

moves

There will be no
We may therefore fill it up with conducting matter, provided
the external
we do not interfere with the free motion of
rest of the
the
with
or
one
in
the
medium through it
case,
external medium when the conductor moves through it. But

fixed medium.

in the

motion at the

a

ot electrification is

limiting case of
single circular line

seem
a

speed

of

light,

when

only

it would

concerned,

to be immaterial whether the conductor be a flat disc or
to the reservation ot the last sentence.

sphere, subject

possible to move matter through the ether
disturbing it forms an entirely different question, to
which no definite answer can be given at present. We can, in
Whether it is

without

any case, tall back upon the
cation moving through the

more

abstract

ether,

without

theory
having

of electrifi
conductors

to interfere.

Theory of the relative Motion of Magnetification and the
Medium.

§ 165. From the preceding, relating to the magnetic effects
produced by moving the medium bodily past stationary elec
trification ; or equivalently, by moving the electrification the
other way through the medium ; or, more generally, by rela
tive motion of the sources ot displacement and the medium
supporting it, we may readily deduce the corresponding results
when the sources are of the flux induction, instead ot displace
ment.
Thus, in (42), (43), do away with the convective electric
current pu, and substitute convective

where

a-

is

ot

magnetic current cni,
magnetification (suppositional).

volume-density
equations are then

Our circuital

with the

curi

(H

curi

(e

auxiliary equations

-

-

h)
E)

=

=

cpE,

(55)

pp'R -1- o-u,

.

.

,

ot motional electric and

(56)
magnetic

force
e
as

before, where

w

=

VwB,

is the

h

velocity

=

VDw,

of tho

....

medium,

(57)

and witli the

OF
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divergence of

whilst that ot the induction is

tr.

the

displace
really
Knowing the

Now

do not need to
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we

employ the formal mathematics.
relating to the motion ot electrification, we may infer
the corresponding ones concerning the motion of magnetifica
tion, by making use of the analogies between the electric and
magnetic sides of electromagnetism, translating results in the
appropriate manner. But as our object is to illustrate the
working of vectors as well as electromagnetic principles, it
will not be desirable to leave out the mathematics entirely,
especially as the safe carrying out of the analogies requires
that they should be thoroughly understood first, which requires
some practice.
First, it we convert the problem to one of stationary waves,
by keeping the sources at rest, and letting only the medium
move bodily past them, we have, when the stationary state of
induction and displacement is reached, disappearance ot the
right members ot (55) and (56). Then (56) gives, when, united
results

with the first of

(57),
curl E

=

curl

=

curl VwB.

moving point-charge, curl E

In the result for

a

to W,

may write

so now we

e

E

=

VwB

=

.

is

(58)

.

.

perpendicular

VBu

(59)

where ^=-11, because, similarly, curlH will be perpendicular
Here u is the equivalent
to w, and so make VBu circuital.
velocity of the sources, when the medium is stationary. Thus
E, and therefore D, are fully known in terms ot B. Comparing
that the electric force set up when a magnetic
related
to the induction trom the charge in
is
charge
the same way as the magnetic force -set up when an electric
charge moves is related to the displacement from it, with,
with

(46),

we see

moves

a change ot sign, or reversal of direction.
Using the second of (57) in the other circuital equation (55)
produces

however,

curi

where, by

(H-VuD)=0

=

curi f,

say,

.

.

(60)

.

(61)

(59),
f=H-cVuVBu

=

H4-p(-YuVuH,

.

t2
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or, if n is

parallel

t=B. +

=

k,

'iVkVkH

R+

=

i)2

-'(kHj
v'

-

H)

(l-«2/t'^)iHi-(-(l-M>2)jH^ + tH3;

from which

thus,

see

we

f=(l -u^/v'')Y
tial O

to

F

=

has
-

derived from f

that the vector F

no

curl,

vSi, and

or

(62)

.

.

is derived trom

that the induction is

a

scalar

given by

^^=--1' ^^=-V B3=-Kl->^)f.
That

by

poten

(63)

distributes itself in the same way as if
rest, but had its inductivity reduced from

is, the induction

the medium

were

at

u'/v'') in the line of motion. In fact, the theory of
the effects produced by relative motion of magnetic sources
and the medium is essentially the same as that of moving
electric sources ; translating displacement in the latter case to
induction in the former, permittivity to inductivity, electric
potential (real or fictitious, as the case may be) to magnetic
potential, and the magnetic induction which accompanies
moving electrification to electric displacement set up by
moving magnetification, remembering, however, the change

p to

ot

p{\

-

sign.
We

know, therefore, the result

of the

steady

rectilinear

It the same
motion ot any distribution ot magnetic sources.
motion is common to all the elementary sources, we reduce the
problem to that of magnetic eolotropy without relative motion
of the medium and sources, and there is a definite system ot sur
faces ot equilibrium (0 constant) where we may, if we please,
=

terminate the electric and

magnetic fields, thereby substituting

new

arrangements ot magnetic

case

it is most convenient to

move

sources

keep

source

for every source, then, since
medium bodily more than one way at a
same

it to be
the

the

sources

at

In this

rest, and

the medium alone.

But should the relative motion of

the

for the old.

the

and medium not be

we

cannot

time,

move

the

may imagine
and obtain the effect due to the motion of
we

stationary,
magnetification by superimposing the separate effects
elementary sources, which are known by the above.

of
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of the relative

Medium.

Motion of
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Magnetisation and the
as well as Eolotropic

Increased Induction

Disturbance.

§

166. There

is, however, no such thing
magnetic analogue ot electrification.

the

always

circuital.

It it

magnetification,

as

The induction is
not circuital, we should have

were

We must,

unipolar magnets.

therefore, somewhat modify the
conditions assumed to prevail in the above, in order to come
closer to reality.
Consider, therefore, instead of magnetifica
tion,
is I

a

=

distribution of intrinsic magnetisation.
where h^ is the equivalent intrinsic

This quantity
magnetic force.

/xh(),

Abolish

in

o-

equations

(56),

and introduce

curi

(H

-

VDw

curi (VwB
where

h^

in

The circuital

(55).

are now

we

-

-

ho)

E)

=

cpE,

=

ppK,

.

.

the

right

members vanish

as

(65)

....

have introduced the motional forces

steady state,

(64)

,

In the

(57).

before.

Now

assume

that
E
so

that the

depending

VwB,

=

(66)

is

ou

far, the displacement
theory
unchanged
the induction and velocity of the medium in the
so

We shall
way as when the source was magnetification.
Next put (66) in (64)
the limitation of application later.

same

see

and

we

find,

if the traction 1

-

curl f
curl F
where f and F

the

are

same

=

=

be denoted

u'^/v^

by

s,

curl ho,
curl

vectors

C67)

hjs,
(iu

(68)

....

terms of

H) as

in tho

We see that the vector F has
f.
last case, such that sT
definite curl, and that the induction is derived trom F by
=

Bi

that is to say B
scalar principals

=

the

steady

AF,
are

where A. is the
p, p, and ps.

state from these

divB

=

0,

B,

B.,=p.F„

/xFi,

=

.B

=

=

^sF,;

now

(69)

.

inductivity operator

whose

We therefore have to find

complete connections,
XF,

curl F

=

curi

ho/«

.

(70)

That is, the induction is the same as in a stationary eolotropic
medium (according to A), provided the intensity ot the intrinsic
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magnetic force
important point.

be increased from

hg

to

This is

hJs.

an

certain respects in which the theory
magnetic force is identical with
magnetification. For instance, the steady induction

Wo know that there

are

ot induction due to intrinsic
that due

to

magnet due to hg is the same as that due to a dis
tribution of cr, measured by the convergence ot the intrinsic
magnetisation. From this we might hastily conclude that the
outside

a

produced by moving
h^ as for the equivalent cr,
provided we keep outside the region ot magnetisation. But
the above investigation only partly confirms this conclusion. It

disturbance from the

shows

likeness and

a

distribution

steady

the medium would be the

a

for

same

The likeness is in the

difference.

by the motion. In both cases
we
with
the
do
motion
away
may
provided we simultaneously
reduce the inductivity parallel to the (abolished) motion from

eolotropic peculiarity brought

p to sp,

so as

to

cause

in

the induction to retreat from this direc

tion and concentrate itself

transversely. The difference is in
In the case of
reckoning
strength of sources.
magnetification (as of electrification) we do not alter the
strength of the source. But in the case ot magnetisation we
do, or, at any rate, produce an equivalent result. For, along
the

of the

with the reduction ot

require

we

inductivity in
intensity

to increase the

the direction of

motion,
magnetic

of the intrinsic

force from

h^ to 'bjs. Remember that s is a proper fraction,
unity to zero as the speed of motion increases fron
to V, the speed ot propagation ot disturbances.
To exemplify this, put

going
0

from

F
as we see we

may

=

hjs-Va

do, by the third

second and first ot

(70)

we

of

(71)

(70).

Using

this in the

obtain

div AVQ

=

div

the equation of the potential ii.

Ahg/«,

Or,

.

.

.

in terms of

(72)

.

Cartesians,

p{Vi -t- Vi + svi)il=jxs-\V,h,, -h V2A02 + ^^A,)

■

The equivalent magnetification is tho
convergence of
not ot

the

p\

same

the real

intensity

increased iu

a

ot

magnetisation,

constant ratio.

nor

yet of

(73)
Ah„/s,

phjs,
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is, therefore,

a
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remarkable difference between the two
parallel to and transverse to

of motion of the medium

cases

the lines of real
to

w or

the

s

where

magnetisation. Thus, first let h^ be parallel
Then the s"' outside the brackets in (73) cancels

k.

inside,

A^j

so

is

that the

now

right

member becomes

the tensor of

That

h^.

simply pV^h^^,

is, the effective

magnetification is the convergence of the real magnetisation,
just as when the medium is at rest. But it h„ is perpendicular
to k, say parallel to i, the
right member ot (73) becomes
ps-'Vi/«Qi, °'" *1"^ effective magnetification is «-' times the con
vergence ot the magnetisation, and is therefore increased.
Suppose, for example, our magnet is a straight filamentary
It has two poles, ot strength m and
m
say, so that
induction to the amount m diverges from one and converges to
the other pole, whilst continuity is made between them in the

magnet.

-

filament itself.

Now let the medium

move

past the filament,

the direction ot motion

being parallel to it. Then the strength
of the poles is unchanged, but the induction outside is diverted
laterally by the effective reduced inductivity parallel to the
filament. This case, then, resembles that ot a pair of oppositely
signed point-charges, if we keep outside the filament. In the
limit, therefore, when the speed is raised to v, we have a pair
of parallel plane induction-sheets whose cores are joined by the
straight filament ot induction, to make continuity.
For (66) to be valid, B should be such as to make E
circuital.
This requires that w and curl B should be perpen
dicular to one another. They are perpendicular in the example
just mentioned, on account ot the symmetry of B with respect
to the axis

or

transversely
longer true,

line of motion.

across

But it the

the line ot motion the

same

filament be held

property stated is

no

is not true, and this will, to an
unknown extent, upset the later equations. We can, however,
still employ them provisionally to obtain a first approximation
so

that

(66)

On this understanding, then, the strength ot
poles (effective) is made m/s and m/s, with unimpaired
effective inductivity parallel to the filament, whilst that per
pendicular to the filament is reduced, as before. So there is
to

the results.

the

now

-

an

increased total induction

about the
motion.

plane through

as

the filament

well

as

concentration

perpendicular

to the
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We may,

the
arrange matters in such a way that
shall be still vahd when the line of motion is
to the magnetisation, and so obtain an exact
the increased induction, that is, exact in the

however,

equation (66)
perpendicular
solution

CH. III.

showing
working

absence of

region of magnetisation be
parallel planes, and the magneti
uniformly distributed, parallel to the
Let the

errors.

confined between two infinite

be
Now when the
We thus do away with the poles.
medium is at rest the induction is B I within the plate
(which may be ot any thickness), and zero outside, whilst
sation

I

=

phg

boundaries.

=

there is no displacement. The intrinsic magnetic force h„ pro
duces the greatest effect that it can produce unaided. But it
the medium be made to move steadily straight across the

magnetised region, then, after certain transient effects have
passed away (which may be readily calculated, because they
form simply plane electromagnetic waves), although there will
still be no induction (or displacement) outside the plate, that
within it will be increased (without change of direction) from
I to I/s.
That is, the motional magnetic force comes in to
assist the intrinsic magnetic force.
Here we have the explana
tion of the previous result relating to the increased effective
strength of poles.
Along with this increased induction, there will be electric
force, according to (66). It is entirely within the magnetised
region. As the speed increases up to v, the induction and the
accompanying displacement in the plate go up to infinity.
The theory of an electrised plate is similar.
The displace
ment

due to intrinsic

electrisation J

=

ceo, where Oq is the

equivalent electric force, the electrisation being uniform aud
parallel to the sides ot the plate, will be increased from D J
to D
J/s by setting the medium moving straight through it,
=

=

it

being

trinsic.

now

The

the motional electric force that assists the in

accompanying magnetic

force is

accordingly given

by
H

Outside the

there is

=

h

=

VDw

(74)

disturbance in the steady state.
plate
It will, of course, be understood that
if, instead ot supposi
tional impressed or intrinsic forces in a uniform
medium, we

employ
case

actual material

may

be, they must,

no

plates, magnetised or electrised as the
in the first place, be non-conductors.
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and next, they must not interfere with the supposed uniform
motion of the medium.
In short, the reservation is similar to
that mentioned in connection with

moving charged conductors.

Of course, in our present case, the plates may be moved,
whilst the medium is supposed to be at rest.
It will be readily seen that the full investigation ot the
effects of

moving practicable electromagnetic arrangements

of

conductors presents considerable difficulties.
ever, get

some

information

relating

We can, how
to the motion of a linear

circuit.

Theory of the Relative Motion of Electric Currents and
the Medium.

§ 167. Thus, let us first abolish the intrinsic magnetisation
Here,
§ 166, and substitute equivalent electric current.
by equivalent electric current, we mean a distribution of
electric current which produces the same induction as the
intrinsic magnetisation ; so that if both were to exist together,
the induction would be everywhere doubled ; and then, it either
ot them were negatived, the resulting induction would be nil.
That this is possible, whatever may be the distribution of
inductivity, is a very remarkable property. The induction due
to magnetisation is conditioned solely by the curl of the intrin
are essentially quite a
sic magnetic force, and the "poles
secondary matter. That is, we may vary the poles as we like,

ot

''

provided

we

do not alter the curl of the intrinsic

affecting
The question

force, without

the associated energy.
then presents itself whether this

the induction

or

equivalence
good when the medium is set in motion past
the stationary magnetisation or electric current respectively. In
the circuital equation (64), put h(, 0, and introduce a term
Cq on the right side, producing
continues to hold

=

curi

expressing

(H-VDw)

=

Co-t-cpE,

the first circuital law ; whilst

curi
expresses the second.

(VwB -E)

Now

=

(65),

fy3H

(75) only

.

.

.

(75)

or

....

differs from

(64)

(76)
iu the

substitution of C^ here, for curl h^ there. That is, the new
We may, therefore.
Co aud the old curl h^ are equivalent.
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dismiss the idea of

magnetisation, and let

the

source

of the

induction be any distribution of intrinsic electric current 0^.
With it is associated a certain distribution of induction, iden
tical with that due to any distribution of intrinsic magnetisation
for which we have curlho OQ, and the equivalence persists
=

when the medium is

Corresponding

divB

moving,

(70)

to

=

we

B

0,

when the

or

sources are

moving.

shall have
=

curiF

AF,

=

Co/s,

(77)

.

for the determination ot the induction in the

eolotropic
previously pursued, when the steady state of affairs is reached ;
subject also to the previous reservation that w and curl B are
perpendicular. That is to say, the induction is affected by the
motion in the same way as it the medium had its inductivity

manner

decreased from p. to /*s in the direction of motion, without any
change transversely, whilst at the same time the source C^ is

effectively

increased to

Cq/s.

Equations (77) are suitable when the electric
planes perpendicular to the direction of motion.
let there be

take

(to

a

pOJs

when

perpendicular to

their

planes.

before,

they

them,

Here

isB=pCgwhen
velocity u
fraction (1 u^v^)

in motion with

are
s

is the

and the electric force

-

(77)

we

changed

in

simply

namely, by employing
ot

instance,

which

accompanying the
the motional electric force.
There is another way of making the eolotropic

duction is

in

-

rest, becomes

as

are

example) two parallel plane
surface-density C„ and C^ respec

The induction between

tively.

For

very easy

sheets of electric current of
at

currents

the vector f instead of F.

comparison,
Then, instead

shall have
divB

=

0,

E

=

{X/s)t,

curi f= Co.

(78)
Cg as suffering
eolotropic operator
A/s is such as to indicate increased inductivity (from u, to u/s)
transverse to the motion, and unchanged
inductivity parallel
.

In this way ot looking at the matter we regard
no change of effective strength, whilst the

to it.

The vector f is the

the flux
way

over

the motional

emphasises

constant, it is

of the

magnetic force H of
magnetic force. Inasmuch as this

the fact that the intrinsic
its advantages.

not without

increased transverse
hi

excess

general, especially

inductivity
iu the

case

is rather

au

of moving

sources are

really

But tho idea of

unmanageable
electrification.

one
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If the

and the medium have

sources

a

uniform

common

translational motion, it may be seen from the general circuital
equations that the steady distribution ot the fluxes with respect
to their

sources

is unaffected

by

the motion.

That

is,

if

we

observable.

This
change
sources
in
the
of
circuital
case
(as curlho above), as
applies
well as divergent sources (as of electrification). The natural
ness of the result is obvious, when the relativity ot motion is
travel with the medium there is

no

remembered.
The General Linear Operator.

§ 168. It is now necessary to leave these special cases of
eolotropy for tear of being carried away too far from the main
subject, which is, the nature of linear vector operators, in ter
mination of this chapter on vector analysis.
Up to the present
only the symmetrical operator has been under consideration.
Three rectangular axes are concerned, each ot which is identi
fied with parallelism of the force and flux, or of a vector and a
linear function thereof.
Now, if we associate the algebraical
ratio ot the

parallelism,

force

we see

to

the flux with the three directions of

that the

symmetrical

linear operator

depends

It they were arbitrary, this would involve
upon three vectors.
nine scalar specifications ; but, being coperpendicular, there
six independent specifications ; and, moreover,
transform to any other system of axes (independent or
non-coplanar) there can still be no more than six independent
are

it

really only

we

data.
But it is easy to

see

that the

must involve nine scalar

the three

independent

general linear vector operator
specifications, viz., three for each of

axes

ot reference that may be chosen.
We must then have,

D be a7iy linear function of E.
in terms of the i, j, k components, the

Thus, let
tions

:

set of equa

following

—

CjiEi -\- C12E2 -f C13E3,'
D2 «2lEl+C22E2 + C23E3,
1^3 '■31^1 + C32E2 + C33E3,
Dj

=

=

■

.

.

,

.

(79)

=

where the nine c's may have any values we please. The axes
are perpendicular only for convenience ;
any set of
three independent axes may be used, with nine properly deter
of reference
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The relation between the vectors D and
(79), may be conveniently

mined c's to match.

E, which is

fully

exhibited in

symbolised by
D

=

(80)

cE,

general linear operator.
exchange Ci2 and Cji, &c., in the set (79) we shall
usually change D, ot course. Let it become D'. It is then
fully given by the set
where

It

c

is the

we

D'l CiiEi -(- C21E2 + C31E3,
D'2 Ci2Ei-fC22E2-fC32E3,
D's ''isEi + C23E2 -1- C33E3,
=

=

-

,

.

.

(81)

=

and these relations between D' and E may be
(80), by the single equation

D'

manipulation of
lengthy and laborious.
The

=

sets of

By

symbolised,

c'E

(82)

equations

the

like

use

like

(79)

ot the linear

and

(81)

is

operators,

to the laws

however, with proper attention

governing them,
Thus, to give
itself, we may
instantly turn AB to Ace'^B. This is obvious enough, inas
much as the operation ii dicated by c~^ will be precisely can
celled by the operation c, so that cc-^B B. But there is much
the vectors may be manipulated with facility.
the first and easiest example that presents

=

For Acc-^B is not merely the scalar pro
duct of the vectors A and cc^^B, that is, of A and B, but is
more

in it than that.

ot the vectors Ac and

the scalar

product

different.

The vector Ac is the

c^^B is the vector

c-^B, which are quite
c'A, whilst
which, when operated upon by c, gives the
same as

the vector

vector B.

The constituents of the inverse

by

operator c~^ may be found
linear function ot E, it follows
linear function of D ; or the E's may be expressed

solution of

that E is

a

(79).

Since D is

a

in terms of the D's

with

by means of a set of equations like (79),
coefficients instead ot the c's there.
Similarly as
the inverse operator c'-i belonging to (81) and
(82).

new

regards

The vector formed
and D' is

a

by taking

symmetrical

half the

function of

i(D-i-D')

=

sum

of the vectors D

E, say

AE

(83)
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equal suffixes, namely,
and of c'.

c

Cn,
But the other

are halt the sum of the
corresponding ones of c
and c' ; for instance ^(ci2 -^ C21) in place of Cij and
From
c^y
this we see that the operator A is its own conjugate, or is selfconjugate, making AE and A'E identical.

constituents

On the other hand, the vector formed by taking half the
difference of D and D' is a simple vector product.
By inspec
tion ot (79) and (81), and remembering the structure of a

product,

vector

we

may

see

that

4(D-D')
where

a

is the vector
a

We see,

already
sum

of

where

VaE,

-K«32-<^23)i + Kci3-%i)J+*('^2i-Ci2)tthat any linear

ot the
a

symmetrical kind,
symmetrical function and

is,

(84)

given by

therefore,

by addition

That

=

=

and subtraction of
cE

=

D

c'E

=

D'

function,

and

(83)

(84)

=

c'

=

as

the

Thus,

obtain

....

AE-VaE

in terms of the operators
c

we

(85)

it it be not

may be represented
ot a vector product.

=AE-(-VaE,
=

•

(86)

(87)

alone,

A -^ Va,

A-Va,

(88)
.....

(89)

c') is general, whilst A is symmetrical.
quite intrinsic, and independent of axes ot refer
ence.
The symmetrical operator A involves six scalars, the vector
a three more, thus making up the full nine.
c

(and

therefore

The vector a is

Notice, by (86), (87), that
EcE
or

the scalar

the vector

product

a at

=

EAE

=

Ec'E,

....

(90)

of the force and the flux does not involve

all.

The Dyadical Structure of Linear

Operators.

§ 169. Now go back to the equations (79). Observe that the
right members, being the sums ot three pairs ot simple products.
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Thus, let isiiree

products.

new

vectors

by

be introduced.

Di

Ci

=

C3

=

Then
=

ic,i-fjCi2-HkCi3,|
iC2i-fjC22 + kC23.

we see

CiE,

that

[

•

•

equations (79)

D3

Dj^CjE,

and, therefore, by combining them,

produce

we

are

C3E,

=

•

simply

.

the

(^l)

.

one

(92)
vector

equation
D

thus
the

=

i.CiE-l-j.C2E-l-k.C3E,

,

,

.

(93)

that every linear operator may be exhibited in
form

proving

dyadical

c

whether it be

=

i.Ci-l-j.C2-Hk.C3,

symmetrical

or

not.

The

....

(94)

conjugate operator is,

similarly,
c'

i.c'l-^-j.c'2-^k.c'3

=

(95)

where the accented vectors may be obtained from the un
accented given in (91) by changing c^ to Cjj, &o., just as D'
was

got from D, in tact.

It is

now

to be

easily

cE

that
a

is,

if

vector,

we
we

=

wish to
may do

proved

that
Eo

Ec',

=

c'B,

.

.

,

(96)

operator from before to behind
simply turning the operator to its

remove an

by

so

conjugate ; that is, by putting on the accent, or by removing
it it already there.
It will, ot course, be understood that when
1

vector E follows c,

(94),

it

and we use the dyadical form of c, as in
the
three
second vectors that unite with E ;
only
if E precedes c, it is the first vectors in c that unite

is

whereas,
ivith it.

Thus

:—

Ec

c'E

Ei.Ci-fEj.C2-)-Ek.C3,

.

.

.

i.c'iE-fj.c',E-i-k.c'3E.

.

.

.

=

=

(97)
(98)

These are identical vectors always. In the symmetrical case,
the accents may be dropped, of course ; then EA AE. It will
-

be

dyadics
ployed

that

the

above

way of writing and working
fits in precisely with all the previous notation em
in tbe vector algebra.
The dots in (94) are

seen

merely
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separators,

aeparated

of

signs

not

vector, before

or

trom

by

dots ;

put

we

on

a

it unites with the vectors it is not

therefore obtain the forms

we

agreement with the principles
nhe early part of this chapter.
in

(98),

When

multiplication.

behind,

(97),

ot notation described in

We have

already pointed out that EAF, where A is sym
regarded as the scalar product of E and AF,
or of EA (the same as AE), and F.
The corresponding general
property is the same ; that is, c being general, EcF is the
scalar product of Ec and F, or ot E and cF.
But Ec is the
metrical,

same as

may be

c'E, and

cF the

EcF

=

same as

c'EF

=

Fc',

so we

EFc'=Fc'E

=

have
FEc.

.

.

(99)

The operator c must be united with one or other of the two
vectors E and F, but it is immaterial which it is, provided we

always change to the conjugate properly, as exemplified.
The same applies when there are many linear operators.
Let there be three, a, h, c. Then
the transformations are made,

have,

we

to illustrate how

cE[a6F] Eo'[a6F] Ec[a{Th')] Ec'[F6'a'],
=

=

and

so

=

Here the biaokets

on.

are

(1 00)

.

introduced to show the

association of the vectors and the operators.
We may also introduce anywhere a new operator,
panied, ot course, by the reciprocal operator ; thus

cE[aE] cE[ab-'bT] cE[ab-^Tb')]
=

=

=

&c.

accom

(101)

,

The above will be sufficient to show the great power gained
by the use of the operators, enabling one to do almost at sight

algebraical

work which would, in Cartesians,

cover

pages.

Hamilton's Theorem,
170, The following little theorem, due to Hamilton, will
serve to illustrate the working ot vectors, as well as another

§

purpose which will appear later.
Let m and n be a pair ot vectors, then their vector
Vmn is

perpendicular

duct.

That

to

both, by

our

definition of

a

product

vector pro

is,
0

=

mVmn,

0

=

nVmn,

.

,

.

(102)
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by our definition of a scalar product, and
property. Now introduce cc~^ betwen the
them in

preceding

0

=

parallelepipedal

the

V's and the vectors

Thus

(102).

0

mcc-iVmn,

=

ncc-iVmn.

.

.

(103)

(and we cannot but believe it) that the vector
perpendicular to the vectors mc and nc, or c'm and
c'n ; it is, therefore, parallel to their vector product. The last
statement is expressed by
a;c-iVmn Vc'mc'n,
(104)

These assert
c-iVmn is

=

where

x

is

operating

unknown

(or

both sides

by

an

on

so

....

tar

undetermined)

!eVmn

=

cVc'mc'n

which

gives

=

IcVc'mc'n

the value of

multiply (105) by

c'lVc'mc'n,

=

a

(100)

explicitly, namely,

x

c'lVc'mc'n

(107)

IVmn
to be

Or,

(105)

To find the value of x, we have merely to
third vector, say 1. For this gives
xlVmn

scalar.

c,

(105), whioh, with x thus settled, is the state
(but important) theorem. The quantity x

used In

ment of the little

appears to depend upon 1, m, n. These vectors, however, enter
into both the numerator and denominator in such a way that
they can be wholly eliminated from x. This may be seen by

expanding

the numerator and denominator.

In

fact,

a;

is

pure constant, depending upon the operator c alone.
In the symmetrical case we may find its value

1,

m, n to be

i, j, k, and the latter

to be the

by taking
principal axes.

Thus

c'l
if Cl, Cj, Cj

are

=

ci

the

=

principal
'^

the continued
In the

c'm

Cii,

=

=

scalar c's.

^^^^^

product of
general case we

the

=

c

Cjk,

•

c's.

as we

A -f Va.

=

So, by (107),

W3,-

principal

may put,
=

c'n

Cgj,

know,

a

.

.

(108)
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understanding that
similarly,

Ci, Cj, Cg

are

shall get,

C1C2C3 -H aAa,

useful exercise to

(109)

....

verify.

is any linear operator, (105) remains true when for
substitute its conjugate c, producing

Since
we

c

aVmn

=

cVcmcn,

.

.

.

c

(110)

.

is got from the expression for x by changing c' to its
conjugate c. But c and c only differ in the changed sign of a,
where

aa

in

x

On the other hand

(88), (89).

cally,

so

fore, x'
at the

that

is the

a

(109) contains a quadratisign makes no difference. There
which might not have been anticipated

reversal ot its

same as

beginning

x,
ot the evaluation.

Hamilton's Cubic aud the Invariants concerned.

§ 171. The reader of Prof. Tait's profound treatise on
Quaternions will probably stick at three places in particular,
to say nothing of the numerous minor sticking-points that
present themselves in all mathematical works ot any value,
and which may be
student as
a real

Chapter II.,

readily
well.

overcome

by

First, there

wherein the rules for the

the reader if he be
is

the

fundamental

multiplication

ot vectors

depend upon the difficult mathematics ot spherical
conies, combined with versors, quaternions and metaphysics.
Next, Chapter IV., where the reader may be puzzled to find out
are

made to

why the usual simple notion of differentials is departed from,
although the departure is said to be obligatory. Thirdly,
Chapter V., where the reader will be stopped nearly at the
beginning by a rather formidable investigation of Hamilton's
cubic. Only when the student is well acquainted with the
nature of linear

operators and how

to work them

can

he tackle

investigation. He should, therefore, pass on, to obtain
On then returning to the cubic he
the necessary experience.
not
so difficult after all,
the
find
investigation
especially if
may
it be simplified by some changes calculated to bring out
the main points ot the work more plainly.
The reader is led to think that the object ot the investiga
tion is to invert a linear operator that is, given D cE, to find
such

an

—

=

u

290

E

=

c-'D.

But if this

example
operator

can

natural

be

effected

easily
The

means.

it would be

all,

were

of how not to do it.

by

equation itself that is the real
reaching it is simplified by the omission
is also

called

simplified by

introducing

not

remarkable
a

and

other far

inversion

mere

a

For the inversion of

cubic

(It
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simpler
is nothing.
goal. The

linear
more

It is the

process ot

of inverse
the

operations.
auxiliary function

X-)

The fundamental cubic is derived trom

equation (105), or
I should
equivalent equation (110) last investigated.
remark that this equation is frequently useful in advanced
vector-analysis as a transformation formula, turning Vemcn to
the

a

function ot Vmn.

Now
a;Vmn

where

a;

is

a

the form

use

c' Vcmcn,

=

(110),

or

(111)

.

known function of c, viz.,
_

^~

clVcmcn

(112)

IVmn

Here

c is
Now if ^r be a constant, gm is
any linear operator.
linear function ot m, and therefore (c g)m is any linear
function of m ; that is, c gr is a general linear operator.

a

-

-

therefore

Equation (111)
c-

g for

the

in

(111)

it,

true

when

substitute

we

not

then becomes

a;„ Vmn
where x^ is what

=

(c' g)Y{c g)m{c
-

becomes

x

X"

-

by

the

-

change,

g)n,

(113)

that

is, by (112),

(c-y)lV(c-g)m(c-ff)n

^

Remembering that
to

remains

forgetting to make the change in x, and also
equivalent change in c, viz., from c' to c'-g. Equation
c

.

IVmn
<; is

a

constant,

we

may

readily expand (113)

the form

{x

g^) Vmn
-h cVrmn)
-gWmn + f'{c'Ymn + Ymcn + Vcmn),

=

cVcmcn

-

-

a\g -F

x.2g''

-

^(Vcmen -I- cTmnn

.

.

(115)

where the cubic function of g on the left side is the expansion
of Xg.
The new coefficients x^ and x.^ are, of course, to l)e
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found

by expanding (114), but we do not want their values
immediately. Since x is a function of c only, x^ is a function
of c and g only, so that x.^ and x^ are functions of c only.
Now since (111) is an identity, so is (115) ; and since g may
have any value, tho last equation must be identically true for
every power of g concerned, taken
splits into four identities. Now, on

at

one

a

time.

comparing

That

it

is,

the coefficients

ot

gr' on the left and right sides, we obtain (111) again. Simi
larly, we observe that the coefficients ot g'^ are the same. So
far, then, we have nothing new. But the g and f terms give

XiVmn

cCjVmn
which

are

=

=

Vcmcn

-t-c'(Vmcn-i-Vcmn),

cTmn -F ( Vmcn -t-

fresh identities.

deduced by elimination

or

Vcmn),

.

.

(116)

.

.

(117)

.

From these various others may be
The one we are seek
combination.

ing is obtained by operating
by c', and then subtracting

on

the first

c' and

by

the second

on

the second result trom the first.

This eliminates the vector in the brackets and leaves

(X]C'-ir2c'2)Vmn

=

=

where the transition trom

Rearranging,

(111) again.

c'Vcmcn-c'sVmn,

(x-c'3)Vmn,

(118)
we

have the final

(x-a;ic'-i-X2c'2-c'8)Vmn

=

0,

(118)

.

.

(119)

.

is made

(119)

to

.

by using-

result,
.

.

(120)

.

which is Hamilton's cubic.
Note that Vmn may be any vector
we please, and
may, therefore, be denoted by a single letter.
Observe,
as

also,

that the cubic function ot c' is ot the

that of g in the expansion of x.
Since (120) is true for all linear

instead of

c

,

This form is what

(105)

we

form

may write

c

giving
a;

trom

operators,

same

we

instead of

-

XjC -t- XjC-

-

c'

=

0.

.

.

(110).

The value of

x

(121)

.

should have arrived at had

started

we

is tho

same

in

either case, and it may be inferred from this that x.^ and x„ do
not suffer any change when we pass from a linear operator to
its

conjugate.
complex function x^ is independent of 1, m, n, may
seen by inspecting (114), and observing the parallelepipedal

That the
be

u2
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form of numerator and denominator.
For, suppose we alter
1 to 1 -I- am, where a is any constant. The addition made to the
numerator vanishes by the parallelepipedal property, and simi

larly in the denominator. The same invariance obtains when
we
change 1 to 1 -I- an. Also, the change of 1 to any scalar
multiple of itself alters both the numerator and denominator
in the same ratio.
But, unless 1, m, n are coplanar, we may
turn 1 to any vector by adding to it vectors parallel to 1, m
and n ot the right size.
Therefore, x^ is the same whatever
vector 1 may be.
By the same reasoning m may be any vector,
But 1, m, n should be independent vectors (that
and so may n.
is, not coplanar). This is not because we can suppose that an
actual discontinuity occurs when (for example) 1 is brought
into the plane m, n, but merely because the expression x^
assumes an indeterminate form in the coplanar case.
it

From the invariance ot Xg follows that of the three functions
That of a;, ot course, may be
x, Xi, and a^g.

contains, namely,

independently seen by itself, readily enough, but that ot the others
is less plain, because on expansion they are found to each
involve three parallelepipedal products in the numerator instead
of only one. Thus, expanding (114) we obtain
IVcmcn

-h

mVcncl -(- nVclcm
IVmn

(122)

'

clVmn -f cmVnl -i- cnVlm

(123)

IVmn

we may, by the above, substitute c' for c, that is,
the linear operator to its conjugate.
This does not mean
that Xg is independent ot the vector a which comes in when

In these

turn

the

operator

is not

but that it

symmetrical,

involves

only

a

quadratically.
The value ot

x

being
X

expressed

=

in terms ot the

CjCjCj -f

(124)

aca

principal

constants ot the

symmetrical

operator and

the rotation vector, we may obtain the reduced
values ot Xj^ and X2 from it directly instead of from their general
3xpres!3ions. Thus: turn c toc-gr (in 124), making it

a:,=

i<-i-g){c2-g){c,-g)+a(c-g)a..

.

(125)
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the coefficients ot g and

expansion,

=

Xj

•^2

—

C2C3 -f C3C1

-h

g''

293

show that

C1C2 -1- a^,

.

.

.

(126)

^1 "1" ^2 "^ ^3*

independent of a, whilst x^ involves its square, as
we concluded
previously.
When referred to the principal axes, Hamilton's cubic there-

Thus Xj is

tore reduces

to

0

=

(C1C2C3 -f- aca)

-

■f

and in the

symmetrical
0

Here the
the

axes

principal

=

case

(cjCj -t- C2C3 -I- C3C1 -I- a2)c )
j
(Ci -I- Cj 4- C3)c''' c3,
-

ot

vanishing

to

(C-Ci)(c-C2)(c-C3).
But

coperpendicular.
altogether, and write

are

axes

a

.

we

the

.

.

(128)
disregard

may

general

cubic in

the form
0

=

(c-</i)(c- ^2X^-^3).

•

•

•

(129)

the roots of Xg
0.
If, then, these roots are
g's
all real and diflerent, there are three directions ot parallelism
where the

ot

are

aud cr,

r

or

=

three r's such that

Now

multiply

=

cr.,

cx^=g^Xy

jr,,r2,

r2cri=virir2,
The left members

x^cx.,

(130)

cr3=5r3r3.

the first by r2 and the second
=

by Ti, giving

.j..x,t.2

.

.

.

(131)

usually equal, but in the syni
metrical case they are, and then the right members are
equalised. Then rir2 0, or Tj is perpendicular to r2. Simi
larly Tj is perpendicular to r3. This is the case of three
mutually perpendicular axes of parallelism of force and flus
are

not

=

we

started from.
The Inversion of Linear Operators.

§

172.

If

r~'r becomes
one

The

way of

we

write c-^ for

in the cubic

(121) we see that
of r, rr, and e-r.
This ia
but a very clumsy way.
ot dyads, and is fully described
by
c

expressed as a function
inverting the operator,

simple way
saying that it

is iu

terms

c

=

a.l-i-b.m-i-c,n

.

.

.

(132)
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operator in dyadical form, then its reciprocal is
c-i

L.A-)-M.B-f-N.C,

=

.

(133)

.

.

b, c, and L, M, N
A, B,
complementary
We have already used
the set complementary to 1, m, n.
to a,

C is the set

where

these complementary vectors in
equations (54) and (55), § 114.

the

considerations that any vector r could be
any three independent vectors a, b, c by
r

where the

of this

chapter,
by elementary

early part

We showed

expressed

rA.a-t-rB.b-l-rC.c,

=

vectors

complementary

A, B,

C

in terms of

.

.

(134)

.

got from a,

are

b,

c

by
A

=

I^,

B

=

These

C

=

same

in terms ot the
r

=

-X^.
aVbc

to define the set

equations serve

We also showed at the

expressed

I^,

aVbc

aVbc

complementary to a, b,

time that the vector

complementary

set

r

.

.

.

verify, we have merely to multiply (134) by A, B,
and (136) by a, b, c in turn.
These equations may be written

that the

showing

kind, inasmuch

as

=

r

=

.

.

.

(137)

(A.a-(-B.b-t-C.c)r,

.

.

.

(138)

in the brackets is of

its resultant effect

duce the vector.
its detailed

Now,

given
R

so

very peculiar
any vector is to repro
whole, and disregarding

=

and that

to

(a.l-fb.m-f-c.n)r,
r.

.

ot

lr

AR,

.

(139)

(a,A-|-b.B-fc.C)R,
(140)
(L,l-fM,m-+-N.n)r,
{\4])
the complementary vectors
explaineil
=

.

by
property
Comparing (110) with (139),
=

.

We know that

r=

the

unity.

that

that R is any linear function ot
R

a

on

That is, taken as a
functions, the dyadic is equivalent

suppose it is

(136)
C in turn,

(a.A-f-b.B-fc.C)r,

dyadic

c.

could be

by

ra.A-i-rb.B-)-rc.C.

To

r

(135)
^

mr

we see
=

BR,

.

that
nr

=

CR

(142)
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convert it to

(L.A-fM,B-i-N,C)R,

,

.

(143)

.

comparing which with (139), we see that the inversion
dyadic has been effected in a simple and neit manner.
a,

of the

Professor Gibbs calls the vectors A, B, C the reciprocals of
c.
They have some ot the properties of reciprocals. Thus,

b,

aA
But it

=

bB

l,

to me

that the

=

cC

l,

l.

=

.

(144)

.

of the word

reci|)rocal in this
is open to objection.
It is in conflict with the obvious
meaning of the rccipocal a-' of a vector a, that it is the vector
seems

use

rn,anner

whose tensor is the

(or

reciprocal of that of a with unchanged ort
quaternionic system). It will also
Gibbs's reciprocal ot a vector depends not upon

with ort reversed iu the

be observed that

alone, but upon two
desirable, therefore, to choose

that vector

others

seem

some

I have

ciprocal.

provisionally

used the word

in the above, to avoid confusion with the

well.

as

other
"

It would
than

name

re

complementary

more

natural

use

"

of

"reciprocal."
Skew Product of

a

Vector and

a

The Differentia

Dyadic.

tion of LineriT Operators.

§173. In
that

wo

connection

have

with

only employed

dyadics,

it should be remarked

them in the

manner

they usually

present themselves in physical mathematics, namely,
make direct

products

with the vectors

But there is also the skew

plete

treatment.

Thus,

V</.r
Vr^i

=

=

product

they

to be

so

as

to

associated with.

considered in

a com

■>

a.Vh:-l-hVmr-i-c.Vnr,

.

only

.

products,
to

(145)
(146)

.

Vra.l -f Vrb.m -h Vrc.n.

Observe that, as before with the direct
combines with the vectors nearest
and not separated from it by the dots.
r

are

the vector

it in the

dyadic,

Notice, too, that
whereas the direct product </)r of the dyadic <^. and a vector
other hand, the skew products V<^)r
r is a vector ; ou the
and

Yl<l>

are

themselves

union with -sectors.

the first

Thus

dyadics,
sV'/'r

being got by making

is

scalar

and
a

behave

vector, and

products

of

s

as

such
is

in

sVr</),
with a, b, c,
so
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and the second with Via, &o.
direction would be to go

beyond

But to go further in this
the scope of the present

treatment.

The differentiation of linear operators must, however, be
because the process is of frequent occurrence in

mentioned,

If

electromagnetic investigations.
differential coefficient of
with

it

variable,

some

might

differential coefficient ot
a

think

we

scalar, that

a

of the

only

it is its rate of increase
at first

seem

that

sight

the

linear operator was nonsense.
But
little consideration will show that it is a perfectly natural,

and

by

no means a

a

difficult

conception.
D

where

is

a

to

a

c

respect

linear operator,

=

we

Thus,

from

cE

(147)

obtain, by

differentiation with

scalar variable, say the time,
D

Here in the second term

on

=

t-E-t-cE

the

right

(148)
we

suppose that

c

is

con

The meaning
stant, and in the first that E is constant.
of cE, then, is the rate of increase ot D when c alone varies. It
is the linear operator whose constituents are the rates of
increase of the constituents of
on

differentiating

the set ot
c

we

the

sum

reference

=

will be evident

a.l-^b.m-f cn

=

of two
are

dyadics.
invariable, as

k

being
dyadic

a

=

fixed set of

rectangular

orts.

'c-i.c, -l-j.Cj-f k,C3,
where, of

course, the dots

.

But it may be that
for example when

i.CiTf j.C2-l-k.C3,

over

it

(149)

a.l-t-b.m-i-c.n-(-a.l-f b.m-i-c.n,

c

one

so

Therefore,

shall have
c

i, j,

That this is

c.

equations (79).

(150)

.

our

axes

(151)

....

Then

wc

have the

(152)

....

the i and j do not

of

signify

.any

differentiation.
In

an

isotropic

dielectric of variable

stress

leads to the force

scalar

c

alone is

-

\

^(-kE-)

differentiated,

so

permittivity

tho electric

per unit volume, where the
that the result is
i-E^Vc.
-
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But if the dielectric be
-

eolotropic,
equivalent to

This is

Vc{^EcE).

the

corresponding

-^fi,El'E-i-j,E^-'E-(-k,E$E\.
dx
dz I
dy

,

\

where

dc/dx, ifec, are differential
plained. It means the same as

coefficients of

c

as

-(Vc-Vh)(|ED)
where Vj, means
differentiated.

that D

alone,

and Ve
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force is

(153)
above

ex

(154)
that

E alone

is

Summary of Method of Vector Analysis.
174. In the last

paragraph I came dangerously near to
imposed limits ot my treatment ot vectors,
which is meant to present the subject merely in the form it
issumes in ordinary physical mathematics.
It we were to
ignore the physical applications, and treat vector algebra as a
branch of pure mathematics, regardless of practical limitations,
there would be no bounds to the investigation of the subject.
§
overstepping

It will

now

previous,

the

be convenient to wind up with a few remarks on the
on the nature and prospects of vector analysis.

and

Since we' live in
of vectors is

a

a

world of vectors, an algebra or language
At the commencement of

positive necessity.

general remarks on the
analysis, and quaternions ;
and the reader is recommended to read them again from a more
advanced point of view. Then, he was supposed to know next
to nothing about vectors.
Now, although he need not have
absorbed all the special applications ot vector algebra that have
been given since, it may be presumed that he has acquired a
general knowledge ot the principles ot the subject. There is
no longer any question as to the desirability and utility of
vectorial analysis. The present question is rather as to the
On this point there is
form the vector algebra should take.
of
difference
to
be
considerable
opinion,
according to the
likely
point of view assumed, whether with regard to physical appli
cations, or abstract mathematical theory. Let us then, to begin
with, summarise the leading points iu the algebra giveu above.
First, there is the idea of the vector as a distinct entity.
Nearly everyone nowadays knows and appreciates the idea.
this

chapter, §§

nature

97 to

of cartesian

102,

1 made

analysis,

some

vector
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And it is

fact that

noteworthy

a

ignorant

long

have

men

been

Ignorant people, like
They- may know nothing
they think about vectors,

in advance ot the learned about vectors.
think in vectors.

Faraday, naturally
jf their formal manipulation, but it
ihey think ot them as vectors, that is,

directed

magnitudes.

would think about the three com
of
a vector separately, and disconnected from one
ponents
That is a device of learned mathematicians, to enable
another.
The device is often useful, especially
them to evade vectors.

No ignorant

man

could

or

calculating purposes, but for general purposes ot reasoning
manipulation of the scalar components instead of the
vector itself is entirely wrong.
In order to facilitate the reading ot vector work, the vector
has its special type, thus E. This Clarendon, or any very similar
neat black type (not block letters), is meant to mark the vector,
always the vector, and never anything else, with the obvious
exception ot headlines that speak for themselves. Also, to

tor

the

economise
letter

letters,

suitably

three scalar

and

ease

modified

components.

the strain

on the
memory, the same
for the tensor, the ort, and the
Thus E is the tensor, or size, and Ej

serves

EEi;

whilst the

scalar components referred to rectangular axes are
The physical dimensions may be most conveniently

Ei, Ej, E.,.
merged in

the ort

(signifying

the tensor E.

the

Every

orientation) so

vector has its

that E

=

The

species.

one we are

familiar with is the space vector, or straight line joining
two points, or more strictly the displacement from one point to

most

all kinds ot vector magnitudes are formally
having size and ort, and therefore, when considered
vectorially, obey the same laws. The properties of the space
vector therefore supply us with the rules or laws of vector
algebra.

another.

But

similar in

The addition aud subtraction of vectors is embodied in the
(whose truth is obvious) that the sum of any number

assertion

of vectors
in another

end to

end)

a

circuit is zero; or,

form, all the various paths by which

we

maj' pass

point to another are vectorially equivalent, namelj^ to
vector straight from point to point.
Every vector equation

from

the

making (when put

one

therefore expresses this fact.
all the vectors be put on one
express the circuital

property

Every
side,

term is

with

; whilst it

a

vector ;

zero on

we

the

and if

other,

have vectors

on

we

both
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sides of the

paths.
Any

equation, we

vector A

their tensors

are

assert the vectorial

reciprocal A-' have
reciprocal to one another.

and its

next to combinations of

Coming

equivalence
the

vectors ot

ort, and

same

the

of two

nature

ot

products, we find they are of two kinds, scalar and vector. Tho
scalar product ot E and F is denoted by EF, and the vector
product by VEF. Their tensors are EF cos 0 and EF sin 0
respectively, 0 being the included angle. The scalar product
is directionless ; the ort ot the vector product is that ot tho
normal to the plane of E and F. The tensor and ort of VEF
are

VjEF

and

ViEF.

The

justification for the treatment of the scalar and vector
products as fundamental ideas in vector algebra is to be found
in the distributive property they possess, thus,

(a-1-b-)-...) (c-fd-i-...) ac-Fad-t-bc-i-bd-)(155)
Vac-i-Vad-i-Vbc-f
Vbd-(-...,(156)
V(a-i-b-i-...)(c-i-d-f ...)
which hold good tor any number ot vectors. In the first
=

.

...,

=

equation the manipulation
Ill the

spects.

second,

is

in all

as

in

respects

versal of the order ot the vectors in

it, thus. Vac
Here
down

to

=

-

common

a

vector

algebra,
one

in all

; for the

re
re

product negatives

Vca.

complex relations
As Prof.
algebra.
elementary

we

save

have very

of geometry
Gibbs has

brought

remarked,

the scalar and vector

product, which consist of the cosine and
trigonometry combined with certain other simple notions,
"incomparably more amenable" to algebraical treatment

sine ot
are

than the sine and cosine themselves.

When
it is the

we

go

same

on

to combinations in

thing

over

again

threes, fours, ifec,

in various forms.

we

find

Thus cab

and cVab aud VcVab define themselves
times c, and the scalar and vector

spectively.
Similarly

with four vectors,

as

by the above, being ab
products ot C and Vab re

in

dc.ab, the product of

de

and ab ; dc.Vab, which is dc times Vab ; d.cVab, which is cVab
times d ; dVcVab aud VdVcVab, which are the scalar and vec
tor products ot d aud VcVab ; VdcVab and VVdcVab, which
are

the scalar and vector

biii.itions ot

t^\u vectors

products of Vdc and
universal, aud those

are

Vab.

Com-

of three

are
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pretty frequent, but those of four

are

exceptional.
product

should be noted that the scalar and vector
vectors

when

involved

are

throughout,

than two vectors

more

are

no new

idea

But it
of two

being introduced

concerned.

pass on to analysis, we find just the same vector
to
be
involved. Vectors are differentiated with respect
algebra
to scalars to make new vectors in the same way as scalars, and
When

we

the ideas connected with differentials

(infinitesimal)

and diffe

essentially the same for vectors as for
scalars.
We never require to differentiate a vector with respect
to a vector, and there is a very good reason for it, because the
rential coefficients

operation

is

an

are

indeterminate

one.

The fictitious vector v is omnipresent in tridimensional ana
lysis. It only differs from a vector in being a differentiator as

well,

so

tions.

that it follows vector rules combined with other func
With it

are associated the ideas ot the slope of a scalar,
divergence and curl ot a vector, with corresponding
important theorems relating to the transition from line to sur
face, and from surface to volume summations. The theory of
potentials in its broad sense is also involved in the mathematics
of y, including the relations, direct and inverse, of potential,
slope, curl, and divergence.
As for the linear operator, that is only the scalar aud vector
product system again in a special form. Professor Gibbs's
dyadic is a useful idea, and I have modified his notation to suit

and the

the rest.
It is neither necessary nor desirable that a student should
know all that is sketched out above before he makes practical
For vector analysis, like many other things, is best
use ot it.

studied in the concrete

application. The principles may be
being little more than explanations of
product, with some conventions about
might learn this by heart, and be little

very concisely stated,
the scalar and vector
notation.

A student

the better tor it.

assimilate it

only

to

He must sit down and work it he wants to
He may work with scalar products

usefully.

begin with,

tor

quite

When familiarised with the
far

the scalar

large ground is covered thereby.
working of vectors by practice so
a

product goes, the further introduction of the
product will come comparatively easy. The former
knowledge is fully utilised, and also receives a vast extension
as

vector

ELEMENTS

of

OF

VECTORIAL

For the vector

application.
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is

a

powerful engine,

which, with its companion the scalar product, is fully capable
of working elaborate mathematical analysis in a
systematic manner. The student need not trouble

operators

important

concise and
about linear

first. He will grow into them. It is far more
that he should understand the operation ot y as a

at

vector, and its meaning in the space variation ot functions.

Unsuitability of Quaternions for Physical Needs.
Once

§

175.

Now,

a

a

tew

Vector, always
words

a

Axiom

:

—

Vector.

regarding Quaternions.

known that Sir W. Rowan Hamilton discovered

or

It

invented

is
a

remarkable system of mathematics, and that since his death
the quaternionic mantle has adorned the shoulders of Prof.
Tait, who has repeatedly advocated the claims ot Quaternions.

particular emphasises its great power, simplicity,
perfect naturalness, on the one hand ; and on the other
tells the physicist that it is exactly what he wants for his phy
It is also known that physicists, with great
sical purposes.
obstinacy, have been careful (generally speaking) to have
nothing to do with Quaternions ; and, what is equally remark
able, writers who take up the subject of Vectors are (generally
speaking) possessed of the idea that Quaternions is not
exactly what they want, and so they go tinkering at it, trying
to make it a little more intelligible, very much to the disgust
of Prof. Tait, who would preserve the quaternionic stream pure
and undefiled.
Now, is Prof Tait right, or are the defilers
right? Opinions may differ. My own is that the answer all
depends upon the point ot view.
If we put aside practical application to Physics, and look
upon Quaternions entirely from the quaternionic point of
view, then Prof. Tait is right, thoroughly right, and Quater
nions furnishes a uniquely simple and natural way of treating
quaternions. Observe the emphasis.
For consider what a quaternion is. It is the operator whioh
Prof. Tait in
and

turns one vector to

another.
b

For instance,

we

=

a.a-ib-fb-a-i,ab

=

A-^B.A-i-VAVBA-i,

have
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Or,

identically.

B

=

(A-iB-)-V.VA-iB)A.

.

.

,

(157)

Here the operator in the brackets, say q, depends upon A and
a
qA. It is a
way that it turns A to B ; thus, B

B in such

=

quaternion. It has a scalar and
type of a quaternion is
q

=

w

vector

a

part.

The

(158)

Ya.,

+

general

is any scalar, and a is any vector. Since we know
the laws of scalar and vector products we may readily

where

w

deduce the laws of

But

suited

quaternions should

shall find that the above

we

is

for vectors,

desire to do

unfitted for

entirely

To do this

merits of

we

notation, though

quaternions.
the quaternion

we

so

so.

well

displaying the
Hamilton,

must follow

itself the master, and arrange
the notation and conventions to suit it, regardless ot the con
The result is the
venience ot the vector and the scalar.
and

make

singularly powerful algebra ot quaternions. To give a notion
of its power and essential simplicity we may remark that the
product of any number of quaternions, p, q, r, s, say, in the
order named, is independent of the manner of association in
that order.

That

is,

pqrs
This remarkable
of the

=p{qrs)

property

quaternionic algebra.

of vectors

can ever

match

it,

=

(pq) {rs)

=

{pqr)s.

(1 59)

is the foundation ot the

It is
and

simplicity
uniquely simple. No algebra
Prof. Tait is quite right in his

laudations from the

quaternionic point of view.
But when Prof. Tait vaunts the perfect fitness and natural
ness ot quaternions tor use
by the physicist in his inquiries,
I think that he is quite wrong.
For there are some very
serious drawbacks connected with quaternions, when
applied
to vectors.
The quaternion is regarded as a complex ot
scalar and vector, and as the principles are made to suit the
quaternion, the vector itself becomes a degraded quaternion,
and behaves as a quaternion.
That is, in a given equation,
one

vector may be

the

same

a

vector in

vector in

one

another,

This

vector, and another be
one

and the

same

a
quaternion. Or
equation, may be a

place, and a quaternion (versor, or turner) in
amalgamation of the vectorial and quaternionic
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functions is very

You

puzzling.

never

know how

things

will

turn out.

Again, the vector having to submit to the quaternion, leads
extraordinary result that the square of every vector is a
negative scalar. This is merely because it is true for quadrantal versors, and the vector has to follow suit. -The reciprocal
of a vector, too, goes the wrong way, merely to accommodate
versors and quaternions.
And yet this topsyturvy system is earnestly and seriously
recommended to physicists as being precisely what they want.
Not a bit ot it. They don't want it.
They have said so by
their silence.
Common sense of the fitness ot things revolts
against the quaternionic doctrines .about vectors. Nothing
to the

could be

Are

unnatural.

more

they

even

convenient ?

Not to the

physicist.

much concerned with vectors, but not at all,
scarcely at all, with quaternions. The vector

satisfy his requirements,
quaternion stand aside.

or

He is very
at any rate

algebra should
quaternion. I^et the
physicist wants, above all, to

not those of the

The

clear ideas, and to him the double use ot vectors, as
vectors and versors, combined with unnatural properties ot
have

vectors to suit
a

quaternions,

vector, should be

a

is odious.

Once

a

vector, always

cardinal axiom.

If the usual

investigations of physical mathematics involved
quaternions,
physicist would no doubt have to use
them.
But they do not.
It you translate physical investi
gations into vectorial language, you do not get quaternions ;
then the

Even Prof. Tait's treatise
you get vector algebra instead.
teaches the same lesson, for in his physical applications tho

quaternion is hardly
although expressed in

ever

the

concerned.

quaternionic

It is vector

algebra,

notation.

vectorially. When this is done,
subject
simplified, and we are permitted to arrange
This is a very
our notation to suit physical requirements.
important matter. Most calculations are, and always will be,
scalar calculations, that is, according to common algebra. The
special extensions to tridimensional space involving vectors
Vectors should be treated

the

is much

should therefore be done
instead of two

so

as

to harmonise with the

scalar

only one way of thinking is required,
discrepant ways, and so that mutual conversion

calculations, and

so

that
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of scalar and vector
I

algebra

I believe to

is facilitated.

CH. III.

The system which

represent what the physicist wants, at
It is what I have been expounding,
There is
since 1882.
than

expound
begin with.
precept,
though rather by example
only one point where I feel inclined to accept a change, viz., to
put a prefix before the scalar product, say Sab instead ot ab, to
balance Vab. Not that the S prefix is ot any use in the algebra
least to

it, but that mathematical writers on vectors seem to
put the scalar and vector parts together to make a
or
general complete product, say Qab Sab + Vab. The function
Qab, however, does not occur in physical applications, which are
as

I do

want to

=

If I
concerned with the scalar and vector products separately.
could omit the V as well as the S I would do so ; but some sign
is necessary, and the V of Hamilton is not very objectionable.
Gibbs denotes the scalar and vector products by a,/3 and a x /8,

using

Greek letters.

when worked out.

In my experience this is not a good way
It is hard to read, and is in serious conflict

of dots and crosses in algebra, which use
given up. I use dots in their common meaning,
either as multipliers or separators.
Prof. Macfarlane, who is the latest vectorial propagandist,
denotes the scalar and vector products by cos ab and Sin ab.
The trigonometrical origin is obvious. But, on this point, I
would refer the reader to the equations (155) (156) above, and

with the

common use

has to be

to the very trenchant remark ot Prof. Gibbs which I have
already quoted, as to the incomparably greater amenity ot the

scalar and vector

product

to

algebraical

treatment than the

trigonometrical functions themselves. The inference is that
vector algebra is far more simple and fundamental than
trigo
nometry, and that it

is a mistake to base vectorial notation
upon that of a special application thereof ot a more complicated
nature.
I should rather prefer sea ab and vec ab.
Better still.
Sab and Vab, with the understanding that the S
be

may

dropped

unless

specially

wanted.

Macfarlane has also a peculiar way of
treating quaternions,
about whioh I will express no opinion at
present, being doubtful
whether, if the use of quaternions is wanted, the

quater

nionic

well

system should

not be

preserved between
special type or otherwise.

used, with, however, a distinction
the vector and the
quaternion, by
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hopes that the Chapter which I now finish may serve
stopgap till regular vectorial treatises come to be written
suitable for physicists, based upon the vectorial treatment of
vectors.
The quaternionists want to throw away the cartesian
trammels,'' as they call them. This may do for quaternions,
but with vectors would be a grave mistake.
My system, so tar
from being inimical to the cartesian system of mathematics, is
am

in

as a

"

its very

essence.

X
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Action at

a

Distance

Contrast

Intermediate Agency.

versus

of Nevsr -with Old Vie-ws about Electricity.

§

176. It has often been observed that the universe is in

unstable condition.
once

produced, to a

Nothing is still.
particular quantity

Nor

can we

an

keep motion,
It is diffused

of matter.

otherwise transferred to other matter, either immediately or
eventually. The same fact is observed in the moral and intel

or

lectual worids
far

as

as

in the

material, but

to say that it underlies

to others when the

spirit

this

only

concerns

the communication of

moves,

even

though

us so

knowledge

the task be ot

a

thankless nature.
The laws

by

which

motions, or phenomena which ultimately
transferred, naturally form an import

depend upon
ant subject ot study by physicists.
main views concerning the process.
motion,

are

instantaneous action at

a

distance

There

are

two extreme

There is the

theory

of

between different bodies

an
intervening medium ; and on the other hand there
theory ot propagation in time through and by means of
an intervening medium.
In the latter case the distant bodies
do not really act upon one another, but only seem to do so.
They really act on the medium directly, and between the two
are actions between contiguous
parts of the medium itself. But

without

is the

in the former

We may,

case

the idea of

a

medium does not

enter at all.

however, somewhat modify the view so that action,
though seemingly iustantaueous and direct, does take place
through an intervening medium, the speed ot transmission
being so great us to be beyond recognition. Thus, tiie two
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ideas of direct

action, and through a yielding medium, may be
harmonised, by being made extreme cases of one
theory. For example, if we know that there is a yielding
medium and a finite speed, but that in a certain case under
examination the influence of the yielding is
insensible,
then we may practically assume the speed to be infinite.
But
although this comes to the same thing as action at a distance,
somewhat

we

need not go further and do away with the medium alto

gether.
There is another way ot regarding the matter. We may
in time through a medium by actions at a

explain propagation
distance.

merely

the

But this is useless

expression

ot

a

as

an

explanation, being
equivalence.

at best

mathemat cal

Now consider the transmission of sound.

This

consists,

physically, ot vibratory motions ot matter, and is transmitted
by waves in the air and in the bodies immersed in it. The
speed through air is quite small, so small that it could not even
escape the notice ot the ancients, who were, on the whole,
decidedly unscientific in their mental attitude towards natural

phenomena. Suppose, however, that the speed of transmission
ot sound through air was a large multiple of what it is, so that
the idea of a finite speed, or ot speed at all, did not present
itself.

We should then have the main tacts before us, that
according to certain laws, and

material bodies could vibrate
that

they could,

moreover, set distant bodies

vibrating.

This

would be the induction of vibrations, and it might be explained,
in the absence ot better knowledge, by means of action at a
distance of matter upon matter, ultimately resolvable into some
form ot the inverse square law, not because there is anything

essentially

acoustical about it, but because ot the

properties

ot

Furthermore, we should naturally be always associating
space.
sound with the bodies bounded by the air, but never with the
A deepair itself, whioh would not come into the theory.

philosopher, who should explain matters in terms of
intervening medium, might not find his views be readily
accepted, even though he pointed out independent evidence for
minded

an

physiological and mechanical
and that there was a harmony ot essential properties entailed.
Nothing short of actual proof of the finite speed of sou ml
would convince the prejudiced.
the existence ot his medium

—

—

x2
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Now, although there is undoubtedly great difference in detail
between the transmission ot sound and of electrical disturb
ances, yet there is sufficient resemblance broadly to make the
above suppositional case analogous to what has actually hap
pened in the science of electromagnetism. There were con
ductors and

speed

of

ductors

non-conductors,
in the

propagation
was

insulators, and since

or

unknown, attention

was

trated upon the conductors and a
was
supposed to reside upon or
about upon

distance,

a

them.

through

conductors

tant
at

or

ignoring

an

almost

entirely

suppositional

to

intermediate

agency.

move

on

dis

action

instantaneous

to

con

concen

fluid which

them, and

in

And the influence

attributed

was

the finite

non-conducting space outside

Again,

very deep-minded philosopher elaborated a theory to ex
plain these actions by the intermediate agency of a yielding

a

medium
so

at finite

transmitting

he utilised the

same

speed.

But

although

in

doing

medium for whose existence there

was

already independent evidence, viz., the luminiferous ether,
and pointed out the consistency of the essential properties re
quired in the two cases, and that his electromagnetic theory
made even a far better theory ot light than the old, yet his views
did not spread very rapidly.
The old views persisted in spite
of the intrinsic probability of the new, and in spite of the large
amount ot evidence in

outside

conductors,

support of the view that

some

and it may be also inside them

as

medium

well, but

particularly conducting matter itself, was essentially con
cerned in the electrical phenomena. The value and validity
of evidence varies according to the state of mind of the judge.
To some who had seriously studied Maxwell's theory the

not

evidence in its favour
in it

was

overwhelming;

others did not believe

I am, nevertheless, inclined to think that it would
have prevailed before very long, even had no direct evidence ot
a

bit.

the finite

velocity

ot time.

But the

been

forthcoming. It waa simply a question
experimental proof of the finite speed of
transmission was forthcoming, and the very slow influence of
theoretical reasoning on conservative minds was enforced by
the

as

appeal to facts. It is now as much a tact
electromagnetic waves are propagated outside conductors

common-sense

that

that sound

It is

as

waves

legitimate

a

are

propagated

outside

vibrating bodies.

scientific inference that there is

a

medium
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there is inde
air tor

It is also

so

sound
exces

sively probable now that light vibrations are themselves
nothing more than very rapid electromagnetic vibrations, that
I think this view will fully prevail, even if the gap that exists
between Hertzian and light vibrations is not filled up ex
perimentally, through want of proper appliances provided
some quite new
discovery of an unanticipated character is
not made that will disprove the
possibility of the assumed
—

identity.
Now, the immediate question here

knowledge
could

the

of

assume

the reader to

that would

ing,
hardly

theory

greatly

is how to

propagate

a

of

electromagnetic waves. If ve
have had a good mathematical train

ease

matters.

On the other hand, it is

any use trying to do it for those who have no mathe
matical knowledge least of all for those anti-mathematical
—

attackers of the

theory ot the wave propagation of electrical
plainly that they do not even know in
telligibly what a wave means, and what is implied by its existence.
But, between the two, I think it is possible to do a good deal in
the way of propagation by means of a detailed exposition ot the
theory of plane waves, especially in dielectrics. By the use of
plaue waves, the mathematical complexity ot waves in general
in a great measure disappears, and common algebra may be
largely substituted tor the analysis which occurs in more ad
Most of the essential properties and ideas may
vanced cases.
be assimilated by a thinking reader who is not advanced in bis
mathematics, and what is beyond him he can skip. Besides
this, the treatment ot plane waves is itself the best preliminary
to more general cases.
The problems that present themselves by the artificial limi
There
tation to plane waves are often of an abstract nature.
the
most
notable
some
;
exceptions
are, however,
important
being that of propagation along straight wires, of which the
theory is essentially that of plane waves, modified by the
Before, however, proceeding to the
resistance of the wires.
details ot plane waves, which will form the subject of this
chapter (although it will be needless to altogether exclude con
nected matters), it will be desirable to prepare the mind by an

disturbances who show
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outline
waves,

of some general notions concerning clectrouiagnotic
irrespective of their precise type.

General Notions about

Electromagnetic

Waves.

Generation

of Spherical Waves and Steady States.
to begin with.
electric displace
supporting
properties
ment and magnetic induction, which we symbolise by p and c,
the inductivity and permittivity, are, independently of our actual
ignorance ot their ultimate nature, so related that the speed ot
propagation v depends upon them in the way expressed by the
equation pcv' 1, or v={pc)-'. Thus, an increase either of the
permittivity, or ot the inductivity, lowers the speed of trans
In transparent bodies we cannot materially alter the
mission.
inductivity, but we can very considerably increase the per
mittivity, and so lower the speed. If on the other hand, we
wish to have infinite speed, for some practical purpose ot calcu
lation, we may get it by assuming either p 0 ot else c 0.
In the latter case, tor example, we destroy the power of sup
porting electric displacement, whilst preserving the magnetic
induction. This is what is done in magnetic problems (the
theory of coils, self and mutual induction) when we ignore the
existence of electric displacement.
On the other hand, in the
theory ot condensers connected up by inductionless resistances,

§

177. Consider

a

non-conducting dielectric,

it possesses ot

The two

=

=

=

and in the electrostatic

theory ot a submarine cable, it is the
maj,aietic induction that is ignored, in a manner equivalent to
supposing that p 0. In either case we have infinite speed or
=

apparent instantaneous action.
Now, consider some of the consequences ot the property of
propagation with finite speed. Let there be a source of dis
turbance at

point for simplicity. It may be either an electric
magnetic source. By an electric source we mean
a cause which will, if it continue
steadily acting, result in
setting up a state ot electric displacement, whilst a magnetic
source steadily acting would result in a state of
magnetic
In the former case there will be no
induction.
magnetic
induction along with the displacement, and in the latter case
no
displacement along with the induction. Now, if the speed
ot propagation were infinite iu the former case of an
electric
source, by the nou existence of /x, the
steady state would be
source or a

a
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and

consequently all variations of the intensity
immediately and simultaneously accom
panied by the appropriate corresponding distribution of dis
placement ill the dielectric. .Similarly, with a magnetic source,
if the speed be infinite by the non-existence of c, all variations iu
the source will be simultaneously accompanied by the distribu
set up
of the

tion of

instantly,

source

would be

magnetic

strength

of the

induction

appropriate

to

the mstautaneous

source.

Now do away with the artificial assumption made, and let
c be finite, and v therefore also finite.
At the time

both p and
t

after

starting a source,
produces is

disturbance it

the extreme distance reached

by

the

That is to say, beyond the sphere
of radius vt, whose centre is at the source, there is no disturb
ance, whilst within it there is. The wave-front is thus a spheri
vt.

cal surface of radius vt, increasing uniformly with the time.
.\loug with this continuous expansion ot the range of action

things to be considered. The mere spread
or
weakening of intensity as the disturb
Besides this, the intensity
ance travels away from the source.
of disturbance is not the same at a given distance in all direc
tions from the source, and since the displacement aud induction
are vectors, their directions are not everywhere the same. They
are distributed in the circuital manner, so that we have expand
ing rings or sheets of displacement or induction. Whether the
source be of the electric or the magnetic kind, it produces both
fluxes initially and when varying, and generally sjieaking to an
equal degree as regards energy. This is a main characteristic
ot pure electromagnetic waves, a coexistence of the electric and
niaguotic fluxes with equal energies ; and if the source be in a
state ot sufficientlj' rapid alternating variation this state ot
things continues. But if the source, after varying in any way,
finally become steady, the generation of electromagnetic dis
turbances will speedily cease, and the production ot a steady
of displacement if the source
state will begin round the source
be electric, and of induction if the source be magnetic whilst
the previously generated electromagnetic disturbances will pass
In the end, therefore, we have
away to a great distance.
the
flux corresponding to the
of
state
the
steady
simply
disturbances are
the
whilst
electromagnetic
force,
impressed
out of reach, still spreading out, however, and in doing so.
there

ing

are some

causes

other

attenuation,

—

—
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leaving

steady
steady flux, however, requires an
fully established.
case in illustration of the
simple
specially

behind them the outside

ot the residual

portion

flux due to the source, which
infinite time to become quite

We may take a
general characteristics.

above

contained within

a

small

Let the

source

spherical portion

of energy be
dielectric, of

of the

radius a, and let it be ot the simplest type, viz., a uniform
We
distribution of impressed electric force within the sphere.
know by static considerations alone what the nature ot the
final

displacement

distribution,

due to such

out from

the

a

sphere

source
on

is.

one

It is

a

halt, and

circuital

in

on

the

other, connection being made through the sphere itself by a
uniform distribution ; being, in fact, of the same nature as the

spherical body uniformly magnetised in a
inductivity as its own. Now, we can
describe the setting up of the final steady state due to the
source, when it is suddenly started and kept constant later,
thus : At the first moment an electromagnetic wave is generated
on the surface of the
sphere, which immediately spreads both
ways and becomes a spherical shell, whose outer boundary
goes outward at speed v, whilst the inner boundary goes inward.
At the time t
a/v, therefore, the disturbance fills the sphere
of radius 2a, the centre being just reached.
The steady state
then begins to form, commencing at the centre and expand
ing outwards thereafter at speed v. At the time t 2a/v,
therefore, we have the steady state fully formed within
the sphere ot radius a, whilst just outside it is an electro
magnetic shell of depth 2a. Up to this moment the im
pressed force has been continuously working not, indeed,
in all parts ot the sphere it occupies, but in all
parts
passed by the front of the inward wave trom the beginning
induction due to
medium of the

a

same

—

=

=

—

until the centre

occupied by

the

was

reached, and after that, in the parts

not

already formed steady state. Consequently, at
the moment t 2a/v, when the
steady state is fully formed
throughout the region occupied by the impressed force, the
latter ceases to work.
It has wholly done its work.
The
amount done is twice the
energy of the final complete steady
state, say 2U. The rest ot the work is done by the electro
magnetic wave itself. For the subsequent course of events is
that the fully-formed electromagnetic shell of
depth 2a runs
=
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the way, and in doing
That is to say, it

state behind it.

of its contents

as it moves on, so that the
steady
always fully formed right up to the rear of the expanding
shell during the whole of its passage to infinity.
This shell is
not a pure electromagnetic wave, with equal electric and
magnetic energies. The magnetic energy is constant, of
amount JU, on the whole journey, but the electric energy
is in excess.
The excess is employed in forming the steady

drops

a

part

state is

state,

so

that when the shell has reached

a

great distance it

pure electromagnetic wave, having the
amount U of energy, half magnetic, halt electric, with a slight
excess in the latter, to be later left behind in forming the

becomes

appreciably

a

The energy U of the shell is
remainder ot the steady state.
wasted
if
the
dielectric
be unbounded, for there is
wholly
to

nothing
It

we

stop the transference
must

we

energy,

bring

to

an

infinite distance.

steady state without this waste ot
impressed force into action very

wish to form the
the

gradually infinitely slowly, in fact. In this way the energy
wasted in the very weak electromagnetic waves generated will
tend to become infinitely small, and the work done by the
—

impressed
steady

force will tend

to

the value

U, the energy ot the

state.

impressed force is not finite, but is
regarded as a special kind of
infinitely small,
we simplify matters considerably in some respects.
point-source,
For, by the above, the result is that the moment the source
starts, say at full strength, the steady state also immediately
of
begins to grow, so that at the time t it occupies the sphere
When the

sphere
so

of

that it may be

radius vt. Outside it there is

no

disturbance,

but

on

its surface is

infinitely thin electromagnetic shell, which performs the same
That is, it lays down
functions as the previous finite shell.
the steady state as it expands, aud then carries out to infinity

au

in itself

as

much energy

as

it leaves behind.

Notice, however, this peculiarity, that
what appears

at first

sight

to

be the

it

we

had started with

simpler problem, viz.,

a

should be quite unable to see and undersUnd
point-source,
the fuuctioiis ot the electromagnetic shell on the extreme verge
The reader may compare this case with
of the steady field.
we

that of the establishment of the

steady

state ot

displacement
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point-source, viz., electrification suddenly
brought
point after previous motion at the speed of
as
discussed
in
§ 55. There is a perfect similarity as re
light,
But the nature
spects the uniform growth ot the steady state.
In the
of the bounding electromagnetic shell is not the same.
case ot electrification it belongs to the zero degree ot spherical
harmonics ; in our present problem it is of the first degree.
If, after keeping on the impressed force at a point for, say,
an interval t, we suddenly remove it, this is equivalent to
keeping it on, but with the addition of an impressed force which
due to another kind of
to rest at

is the

sult of

a

negative ot the former.
putting on the impressed

From this

we

see

force for an interval

shell of

that the
t

re

only is to
infinity.

depth vt, which runs out to
steady electric displacement due to the
source appropriate to the instantaneous
position of the shell.
On its outer surface is an electromagnetic wave moving out to
infinity, and generating or laying down the steady electric dis
placement as it goes, whilst on the inner surface is another
wave running after the first, and undoing its effects.
That is,
it takes up the displacement laid down by the first wave, su
that inside the inner wave (just as outside the outer) there is

generate

a

Within this shell is the

no

disturbance.

Intermittent Source

producing Steady States and Electro
magnetic Sheets. A Train of S.H. Waves.

§178. Using the same kind ot point-source, let it act inter
mittently and alternatingly ; say, on positively for an interval
a, then off for an interval /3, then on negatively for an interval
a, followed by oft' for an interval /j, and so on
recurrently, like
positive and negative applications of a battery with dead in
tervals.
The result is, by the last case, to divide the
spherical
space occupied by the disturbances at a given moment into
concentric shells, ot depths va and v/3
respectively. In the
latter is no disturbance, since they correspond to the dead in
tervals.

In the former

are

the

steady displacements

appro

priate to their distance from the source, consecutive shells
being positive or negative according to the state of the source
when they started trom it.
On their boundaries are electro
magnetic sheets generating these steady states continuously on
one side, and
destroying them on the other.
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Next, do away with the dead intervals, so that the applied
force is like that of a common reversing key, first positive
of full

and then

negative of full strength, but without
completely fill up the sphere of
disturbance, the successive shells ot depth va. containing steady
fields
alternately positive and negative being brought into
contact, and only separated from one another by the electro
magnetic sheets. This may be considered rather an unexpected
result.
Our impressed force is periodic, but expresses the
extremest form ot variation, namely discontinuities, and is only
expressible simple-harnionically by an infinite series of simpleharmonic forces of all freipiencies from zero to infinity.
But
force
varies
is
when
the
only
impressed
electromagnetic dis
turbance generated, so that when in the above manner we
confine its variations to be momentary, the electromagnetio
strength,

any interval.

The result is to

—

—

disturbances
that

we

are

have

also momentary, with the consequent result
dielectric occupied by quite steady states ot

our

displacement separated by infinitely-thin electromagnetic shells.
The steady states also appear to travel, but
The latter travel.
do not really do so.
They are being continuously generated and
destroyed at their boundaries, but are quite steady elsewhere.
If the impressed force vary simple-harmonically instead of
discontinuously, the result is less simple. We find that there
is no clean separation into steady states and electromagnetic
We can see this by
waves, the two being mixed inextricably.
substituting tor the simply periodic variation of the force a
very great number ot constant forces of small duration and of
different strengths, so as to roughly imitate the simple- harmonic
variation.
Every discontinuity in the force will behave in the
way described, and the final result ot the superimposition ot
effects, when we proceed to the limit and have continuous
simple-harmonic variation of the force, is a train of simple-

proceeding from the source. They are not
pure electromagnetic waves, and there is no steady state any
The wave-length A is given by \ vt, where t is the
where.
period ot the impressed force, or the reciprocal of the
frequency. The electric and magnetic forces are simple-har
monic functions of the time everywhere, right up to the
harmonic

waves

=

extreme
an

wave-front of

electroniagnetic

the

sheet

disturbance, where,

following

a

of course, is
law.
But

different
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the

source

bounding

spherical space, then
shell,
depth equal to the
Now tho steady
before described.

occupy
sheet becomes

diameter of the

sphere,

as

a

finite

ot

a

a great distance in the discontinuous
with this weliave the fact that the simple
The
tend to become pure as they expand.

fields become insensible at
case

; to

harmonic

correspond
waves

greatest departure from the pure
source.

frequency
wave-length

a

matter of

importance.
should, there
sign ot wave-

is great, and we
great distance to find any
Moreover, the waves themselves

When very low, the
fore, have to go a

propagation.
exceedingly

round the

weak.

the

state is round about

becomes

Here the

Only
practically

source

would

be

is there sensible

the steady displacement
appropriate to the momentary state ot the source, accompanied
by a weak state ot magnetic force connected with the displace
ment nearly in the instantaneous manner. That is, the timevariation of the displacement is the electric current, and the
displacement itself is sensibly that ot the static theory. Under

disturbance, and

it is

these circumstances there is next to

no

waste of

energy.

completely alter this
by increasing
frequency
state of things.
For we increase the rate of change of the
impressed force, and therefore the strength of the electromagnetic
waves generated, for one
thing. Besides this, we can bring the
of
region
electromagnetic waves nearer to the source, and so
contract the region in which the displacement was approxi
mately static as much as we please. In the limit with very great
frequency we have nearly pure electromagnetic waves close up
to the source.
The waste of energy increases verj' rapidly with
tho frequency, varying as its fourth power with simple-harmonic
waves.
The extremest case of waste is that of a discontinuity,
already mentioned, as when setting up the steady state -n-e
But

the

waste half the work

we can

done, and then, when the force

is

removed,

waste the other halt.

Self-contained Forced Electromagnetic Vibrations.
with Static Problem.

§

179. When the

another effect
of which the

increasing

comes

sphere

theory of a
frequency

the

of

impressed

into view ot

Contrast

force is of finite

size,

somewhat striking character,
point-source gives no information. By
sufficiently, we shall reduce the amplia
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reaching

a

certain fre

upon the size of the sphere, they will entirely
at a certain frequency, a simple harmonic

impressed force, acting uniformly within a spherical space in a
dielectric, produces no external effect whatever. The vibrations
are stationary or standing, and are purely internal, or confined
tothe sphere itself. By general experience of statical problems
this would seem to be impossible.
But we must expect to find
strange

manners

when

we

go into

strange lands.

This strange behaviour arises from the general electromag
netic property that the true source ot disturbances due to im

pressed force (electric or magnetic) is the
impressed force itself, on the other hand, is

supply

of energy.

{See ^87.)

curl thereof

Tho

associated with the

In the present

case

the

sur

face ot the

sphere of impressed force is the seat of its curi, its
intensity varying as the cosine ot the latitude, it the polar axis
be parallel to the impressed force ; and consequently, as already
described for the case ot setting up the steady state, the elec
tromagnetic waves proceed both ways from the surface at
which they originate. The waves going inward contract, then
cross at the centre and expand again.
We have, therefore,
two trains ot outward waves, and the external effect may be

imagined

to be due to their

superimposition. That they may
partly cancel one another,
phase, may be readily conceived, and

sometimes assist and sometimes

according to relative
the theory indicates that at any one of an infinite series ot
definite frequencies there is complete cancellation externally.
This refers to the simple-harmonic state.
There is always an
external effect initially, at any frequency namely, the initial
electromagnetic shell ot depth equal to the diameter of the
sphere ot impressed force, because it consists entirely ot the
beginning part ot the first outward wave, the second one only
reaching to its rear ; but on the inner side ot this shell there
may be no disturbance, except within the sphere of impressed
—

The waste ot energy is not continuous at the critical fre
quencies, but consists merely ot the energy in the initial shell.
force.

impressed force works continuously, but as much positively
negatively within a period, so that it is inactive on the whole.
Efl^ects of the above described kind are principally remark
able from the contrast they present towards more familiar

The
as
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effects, especially those

ot

a

The behaviour ot

statical kind.

con
sphere may be taken as an illustrative
trast.
We know that if we have a spherical surface in a uni
form dielectric covered with electrification, the displacement is

electrification

on a

partly external. Only when the electri
fication is uniformly spread does the displacement vanish
internally, and become wholly external. This was for
merly explained by the inverse-square law. Every element
of electrification was supposed, to exert force equably in
all directions round itself, internally as well as externally,
and a mathematical consequence ot this is the complete
partly

internal and

cancellation of

the internal

uniformly spread on the
reasoning was applied when
is

nature

as

force

the

the external medium

—

over, it is

zero

But it is

sources).

the electric force due to
same

zero

same

not of the

same

conductor,

was a

in this

to

More

case.

whatever be the nature ot the internal material

electrical

(without

was

when it

Now the internal force is also

wit.

The

sphere.

a

sphere

electrification

the

when

surface ot

a

point-source

certainly untrue that
displacement is the

ot

in all directions around it when the medium is not homo
So the

geneous.

reason

tor the absence of internal force is

entirely wrong, although it seems right in one case, viz., that
ot homogeneity.
The true, and sufficient, and comprehensive
reason for the equilibrium, and the absence ot internal force is
the satisfaction ot the second circuital law when the external

electric force is

perpendicular to the surface.

This is

independent

of the nature ot the internal matter, and is obviously to be pre
ferred to a hypothesis that is only valid sometimes. Varying the
internal material will make the law of

spreading

different in any number of ways, and, if
for every element ot electrification, by
kinds of
vary

Thus,

heterogeneity.

the law
in

the

of

But

force
ot

independently

in

many
uniform

ways

we

of force be

like, different

arranging
of

this,

in

special

of

various

we

might
cases.

electrification

spread
sphere, we may imagine the displacement trom any
particle of electrification to radiate in any symmetrical manner
that will give zero displacement inside and a uniformly
The simplest case after the usual
radial displacement outside.
uniform spreading in all directions, is a planar spreading.
Let
on

case

a

a

every element ot electrification

on

the surface send out its

Tuiiiiuv

displacement

fii'

ei.kci'Homaone'I'u:

i'J.Ain;.;
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in the

tangential plane only, though equally in
plane. This will give the correct static
result.
It is not altogether a fantastic example, tor we can
make an electromagnetic problem of it by letting the electrified
surface expand at the speed ot light.
Then the assumed law
ot spread is the actual law, for every element of electrification
is the core ot a plane electromagnetic wave. The resultant mag
netic force due to all the waves, however, is zero, and the resultant
electric force is as in the static problem.
{See §§ 61 and 164.)
Now when we have vibrating electromagnetic sources ou
a spherical surface
producing electromagnetic waves simpleharmonically, wo also in general have both internal and
external effects, for there is an internal as well as an exter
nal train of waves.
But whilst they cannot cancel internally.
they may do so externally. Here is one contrast with the
static problem, and along with it is another, viz., that it is the
nature ot the external medium that is now indifferent (with a
reservation), whereas in the static problem we have independence
all directions in that

ot the nature ot the internal medium. The reservation hinted at
is connected with the initial uncancelled

shell.

electromagnetic

Tho external medium should allow it to escape, or absorb it
somehow, so tliat it vvill not interfere with the effects under
To

consideration.

actually
cancel

the

regard

zero

external effect

due to the coexistence of two trains of

one

another is

merely

because neither train ot

a

mathematical

waves

exists.

If

as

being

waves

which

artifice, however,

they

did exist

we

should have to vary their nature to suit the constitution of the
external medium, just as iu the problem ot static equilibrium
ot the
we require dilFerent laws ot force to suit the nature
internal

The

medium.

shows

comparison
complete

kinetic

problems

regards

internal and external.

What
we can

we can

repeat

the whole

do with

a

a

ot

the static with the

reversal

of relation.s

as

single surface electromagnetic source

with others inside

it.

We see,

therefore,

that

imprcised force may bo filled up with
sphere
sources of the nio.st vigorous nature without producing
of

vibratory
if their ])criods be properly
any (except initial) external eflect,
chuseii in relation to tlicir situation, which problem admits of
multiple solutions. This is suggestive as re;^'ai-ds the stores of
energy Irmnd up with matter.
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Relations bet-ween E and H in
induction.

a

Pure Wave.

Fatuity of Mr. Preece's

"

IV.

Effect of SelfKR law,"

180. In the above very little has been said about the dis
tribution of electric and magnetic force from part to part of
This varies greatly in different
wave.
an

§

electromagnetic

kinds of waves, and cannot be explained without the formulse.
But there is one very important property ot pure electromag
netic waves (which also holds good, more or less approximately,
As already
in general) which may be described at present.
mentioned, the electrio and magnetic energies are equal in a
Now the density of the electric
wave.
force (intensity), and that
electric
it
E
is
the
is
energy
^cE^
ot the magnetic energy is ipR'. If we equate these, we obtain
Thus
a relation between E and H.
pure

electromagnetio

JcE2
Also
Therefore

The
is

=

pcv^
E

=

positive or negative sign
going. Disregarding this,

(1)

i^H2
=

\.

± pvR.

...

.

...

(2)
(3)

which way the wave
depends
the electric and magnetic forces
on

a constant ratio.
They are therefore in the same phase,
keep time together in all their variations without lag or
lead. Along with this, they have the property of being per
pendicular to one another (that is, E and H are perpendicular,
not E and H), and their plane is in the wave-front, or the
direction of motion ot the wave is perpendicular to E and to H.
It is the direction of the flux ot energy. These properties hold
good in all parts ot a pure electromagnetic wave, although the
magnitudes and directions of the electric and magnetic forces
may vary greatly from one part of the wave to another.
The above is also the state ot things that obtains, more or
less perfectly or imperfectly, in long-distance telephony over
copper circuits of low resistance, and by lowering the resistance
per mile we may approximate as nearly as we please to the
state of pure electromagnetic waves.
It is the self-induction
that brings about this state of things, showing such a contrast
to the more familiar relations between the electric and magnetic
forces on circuits in general.
Like a kind of fly-wheel, the
self-induction imparts inertia and stability, and keeps the waves

have
or

THEORY

going.
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It is the

long-distance telephoner's best friend who
since, spurned with contempt from the
door. Some people thought there was a
very absurd fuss made
about self-induction, and that it was made a sort of fetish of
;
so, knowing no better, they poured much cold water on the
idol.
But, whatever opinions we may hold regarding their
competence as judges, there can be no question about the stern
logic of facts. Self-induction came to stay, and stayed it has,
and will stay, having great staying power.
Whatever should
we think ot
engineers who declined to take into account the
inertia of their machinery?
There was also some consider
able fuss made about a supposed law of the squares, or KR
law as it was or is called, according to which you could
not telephone further than KR
such or such a number,
because the speed of the current varied as the square ot
the length of the line, or else inversely. But in spite of the
repeated attempts made to bolster up the KR law, the critical
number has kept on steadily rising ever since. I see now that
was, not many years

=

it has gone up to 32,000.-* But it need not stop there.
Make
circuits
and
it
will
a
lot
more.
your
longer,
go up
As regards the ether, it is useless to sneer at it at this time

ot

day.

What substitute tor it

fault is that it is

little about it.

mysterious.

Then

we

are we

to have?

That is because

should find out

more.

Its

principal

we

know

That

so

can

not be done
as

they

are

by ignoring it. The properties of air, so far
known, had to be found out before they became

known.

Wave-Fronts; their Initiation

§. 181. Still keeping
by consideration ot the
find the
sources,

and Progress.

simple dielectric, we may always,
speed of propagation is v,
form ot the wave-front due to any collection of pointand trace the changes of shape and position it underto

a

fact that the

*

See The Electrician, December 30, 1892, p. 251, for data, in article by
Mr. Jos. Wetzler. The 32,000 is for the New Tork-Chicago circuit of 1,000
miles at 4-12 ohms per mile, or 2-06 ohms per mile of "wii-e. Comparison of
Mr. Wetzler's with Mr. Preece's figures is interesting. Good telephony is
got by Mr. P. at 10,000, and by Mr. "W. at 45,000 ; excellent by Mr. P. at
Mr. Vf. at 31,000 ; and so on. But there is still less of a
and

5,000,

by

KR law in the American than in the

English

oases.

Y
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it progresses. For obviously, it a point P be at a dis
from the nearest source, no disturbance can have
reached P from it it it started into action after the moment
as

goes

tance

(

=

vt

0 ; and

from

a

generally, the effect at P at a given moment arising
particular source depends upon its state at the moment

earlier

r/v
the

(if

previous

r

be the distance trom the

tive action at P.

action ot the

they
front
are

and upon
cumula

causing

We therefore know the

limiting

distance of

for every

sources

of their momentary states.
set ot disconnected point-sources
one

belonging to a
initially of disconnected spheres.

merge into

P),

to

or

The wave-front
consists

source

residual

state of the source,

one

another to form

a

But

they expand,

as

continuous extreme

consisting ot portions ot spheres. When

the

wave-

point-sources

spread continuously over a surface to form a surface-source, we

a continuous wave-front from the first moment ; or rather,
wave-fronts, one on dach side ot the surface. There is an
exception, to be mentioned later, when the sources send waves

have
two

one

way

described
ticular

from the

only
case

of the

frequencies,

surface.

cancelling
but is

a

This is

special arrangement
observe that when

have once got

the

sources

tell

us

which

what its

at par

Passing

wave-front

over

by

a

this,

may ignore
and make the wave-front itself

produced it,
subsequent history

ot the wave-front from

already

unilateral action obtained

ot surface-sources.

we

the
waves

not

ot two trains ot

a

will be.

we

For,

to trace the

moment to the

next, we have
to
move
element
of
the
surface
in
the
direction of
any
merely
the normal to that element through a small distance a to
course

one

obtain the new position at the moment a/v later.
This being
done for the whole surface, gives us the new position of the

wave-front, and by continuing this process
wave-front in its progress as long
front coming from the surface of

we

may follow tho
Thus the wave-

please.
sphere is a sphere ; from a
round cyhnder, it infinitely long, also a round cylinder ; but it
ot finite length, then a cylinder with rounded ends ; from a cube,
initially a cube with rounded corners, but becoming more and
more spherical as it expands ; and so on.
It is easily seen that
at a sufficiently great distance trom a finite collection ot sources
ot any kind, the wave-front tends to become spherical, or the
complex source tends to become equivalent, at a great distance,
to a point-source of some complex kind.
as we
a
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Non-Conducting Obstacle on Waves.
Heterogeneous Medium.

182. Now consider the effect ot

an
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obstacle

Also of

brought

a

into

medium, say a non-conducting dielectric mass of different
inductivity or permittivity. The manner of propagation in it
is similar in kind to that in the external medium, but it varies
in detail, and the speed will usually be different.
Then, when
we have a wave coming from
a
in the first
point-source
(say)
medium, the presence of the obstacle at first makes no dif
It has no immediate action, and, until the wave
ference.
reaches it, might as well not be there.
But immediately the
our

wave

does reach it

a

change

media becomes the seat ot

occurs.

sources

The interface of the two

ot fresh

disturbances,

or

they

may be considered fictitious sources, in contrast with the
original, for they do not bring in any fresh energy. Thence
Not the whole, but only a
a new effect, viz., reflection.
part of the wave disturbance enters the new medium. The rest
In the same way
is thrown back, and forms a reflected wave.

arises

may trace the course ot primary waves from a source in
uniform medium may we trace the course of the secondary
The disturbance outside it is
waves set up by the obstacle.

as we
a

then due to the
waves,

superpositiou

and, if there be just

ot the

one

primary

obstacle, this

and

secondary
things

state of

secondary wave-front may itself be
going into the second me
complex,
dium and transmitted therein according to its nature, may
reach the interface again at other parts, and there suffer re
This complication is done
flection and transmission anew.
obstacle
the
with
infinitely big, with a plane
by making
away
one wave in the obstacle and
have
Then
we
just
boundary.
two in the medium containing the source, viz., the primary and
the first (and only) reflected wave.
But it there be a second obstacle, not only will it, like the
first, give rise to a secondary wave when the primary meets it,
but each obstacle will act similarly towards the secondary wave
from the other, whence arises a pair of tertiary waves, and so
on.
Thus, with only two obstacles, we shall have a succession
of infinitely nutkierous waves crossing and reorossing one
another, arising out ot the action ot a point-source, with
continues.

Of

course

the

because the disturbances

t2
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But, however complex

great complications.

in

detail,

we

have

of
knowledge
important
course ot the
whole
the
down
allows
us
to
propagation
lay
waves generated, and the position of the wave-fronts belonging
The mathematics of the full
to a given epoch at the source.
treatment may be altogether beyond human power in a reason
able time; nevertheless, we can always predict with confidence
that the results must have such and such general properties
relating to the course of the waves, besides the properties
involved in the persistence of energy.

the

fact that the

In the above

terogeneity,

we

or an

were

speed

concerned with discontinuous he

abrupt change

in the value of

one

or

both

When the medium is
or
the
"constants"
continuously heterogeneous,
change in
value continuously from place to place, then the speed v is
made a function of position. The process of partial reflection
ot the constants

c

and p, at

of the

mere

an

interface.

and

partial transmission which occurred at the interface now
place in general wherever the value of c or p, changes.
These changes being continuous, so are the results, so that we
do not have distinctly separable trains ot waves, but rather a

takes

continuous distortion.
from

We can,

however, follow the

course

of

expanding
point by communicating to the wavefront the speed proper to its position, such speed
being, as
A spherical wave may remain
above, definitively known.
spherical, only varying in its speed ; or more likely, it may
change its form as it expands. It may become ellipsoidal, for
example, and of course must do so it the speed in different
parts ot the medium vary suitably.
It is possible for the inductivity and
permittivity to change,
either abruptly or continuously, without any
reflection, or cast
ing behind ot the disturbance as a wave progresses, although
its speed varies.
In such a, case it will be found that the ratio
p/c is constant. The change in p, or the ratio of induction to
magnetic force, then fully compensates the change in c, the
ratio of displacement to electric force, either ot which
changes
by itself would cause reflection.
In connection with a heterogeneous medium
(including abrupt
changes of nature), we may notice its behaviour as regards
steady states, in contrast with that ot a thoroughly homo
a wave

geneous medium.

a

In the latter case,

as

we

have

already

THEORY
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described,

the introduction of

the

state to

steady

after which

a
steady point-source causes
begin immediately at and spread around it,
change occurs. That is, the medium being

no

there is

homogeneous,
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no

reflex action.

But when it is hetero

The steady state of dis
geneous the case is quite diflerent.
due
to
placement
impressed voltage depends upon the per
mittivity in all parts of the medium, and only comes about as
the final result of the

infinitely

numerous

reactions between

different parts, due to the reflections that take place, which
modify the final distribution ot displacement as well as (usually)
the total amount. There is a similar contrast in the mechanism
ot the mathematics involved in the calculation ot the

When the medium is

steady

may find it
of fictitious matter at the source alone.

state.

homogeneous

through the potential
When heterogeneous, we require

we

to have fictitious matter all

the

medium, or rather in all parts where it changes its
nature, and, owing to the infinitely numerous reactions, we
should, in a general or complete solution, require to perform
not one space-integration, but an infinite series ot successive
over

space-integrations, before we could arrive at the true potential
function, allowing for the variations ot permittivity every
where. Thus, by electromagnetic considerations we obtain
some insight of the true nature ot transcendental static prob
lems, involving potential functions and assumed instantaneous
action ata distance.
of Eolotropy.
Optical Wave -Surfaces,
Electromagnetic versus Elastic Solid Theories.

Effect

§

183. When the medium is not

isotropic

as

regards

either

induction, or as regards both, we have
displacement
very remarkable effects, known in the science of optics as
the

the

or

wave-speeds for a
wave-front,
speeds change when
given position
Hence
the direction ot the normal to the wave-front changes.
double refraction, or the separation of a wave entering an
eolotropic medium into two waves travelling independently of
If the medium is only elec
one another at different speeds.
the
displacement and induction
trically eolotropic, although
are still in a wave-front (of either wave), and are perpendicular
double-refraction.

There

ot the

to

one

another,

can

be two distinct

and these

the electric force is inclined to the

wave-front.
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that the ray, which indicates the direction of the flux of
Similarly,
energy, is inclined to the normal to the wave-front.
with magnetic eolotropy alone, it is the magnetic force that is
80

inclined to the

wave

front.

When the medium is both elec

trically and magnetically eolotropic, both the electric and the
magnetic force are inclined to the wave-front, whilst the dis
placement and induction, though still in the wave-front, are no
longer perpendicular to one another.
By imagining plane electromagnetic sheets to traverse the
medium in all possible directions about a point, and comparing
their positions with respect to the point at equal times after
crossing it, we arrive at the conception ot the wave-surface.
But when
This is obviously a sphere in an isotropic medium.
it is eolotropic, the two speeds, and their variation according
to the direction of motion of the waves, make the wave-surface

become

a

With electric eolotrojiy
very singular double surface.
is the practical case, it is Fresnel's wave-surface.

alone, which

It is also another Fresnel surface with
alone.

But when the medium is

eolotropic

magnetic eolotropy
as regards both the

induction and the

displacement, the wave-surface is of a more
general
symmetrical character, including the former two
It is still a double surface, however,
as extreme examples.
except in one case. We have already mentioned that in an
isotropic medium there is a peculiar behaviour when the ratio
p/c is constant, although p and c vary. We might anticipate
some
peculiarity in the wave-surface when m/c is constant.
This constancy now means that the directional properties ot
/x
are
exactly paralleled by those of c. That is, the principal
axes of p and those of c are coincident, whilst the value of the
ratio ot the permittivity to the inductivity is the same for the
and

three

axes.

The result is to reduce the double wave-surface to

single surface, which is an ellipsoid.
Assuming light to consist of vibrations of an elastic solid
medium, single or ordinary refraction is explained by an
alteration in the density or the rigidity ot the ether.
Not
only is the theory quite hypothetical in considering the kinetic
a

"

"

energy to be the energy of vibrational motions of displacement,
but the alteration ot density or
rigidity assumed is a further
hypothesis on the top ot the main one, for there is no evidence
that there is such a change.
Moreover, the
will

explanation

THEORY
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properly.
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hand, the electromagnetic

says that light consists of electromagnetic vibrations in
the ether.
This, too, is a hypothesis. But the auxiliary part,
that refraction is caused by change ot permittivity from one

theory

medium

another, is not a hypothesis, but a fact. More
theory works.
Similarly, double refraction in elastic solid theories ot light
is explained by eolotropy as regards elasticity, or by something
similar relating to the density. This is also hypothetical, and
to

over, the

not

without its troubles.

declared

that

But,

medium is

refracting

on

double retraction

the other

occurs

electrically eolotropic.
theory is a clear one.

tact too, and the
These remarks will

serve

to

hand, Maxwell
the

because

doubly

Now this is

illustrate what I

mean

by

a

the

far greater intrinsic probability of the electromagnetic theory,
apart from the experimental work of late years. It is much
less hypothetical than elastic solid theories. We know nothing

rigidity of the ether, or how they vary
bodies,
they vary. But we do know a good
deal about electric permittivity and magnetic inductivity. In
stead ot dealing with possibilities, we are dealing with actual facts.
The old objection that a mechanical theory of light was
surely to be preferred to an abstract electromagnetic theory
The electromagnetic theory is mechan
was very misleading.
ical, without, however, a precise specification ot the mechanism.
An elastic solid theory is merely a special mechanical theory.
It cannot satisfy the electromagnetic requirements, but this
failure, though immensely important in itself, is not the point
Even if it did satisfy them, it would probably be less
here.
true than the electromagnetic theory, which, being abstract,
about the

density

or

in different

does

the

or

not assert so

if

much.

There may be many "mechanical"

theory. Elastic solid theories are a
in
deal
too
saying what light consists of, and
precise
great
mechanical speculations in general should be received with
rauch caution, and regarded rather as illustrations or analogies
We do not know enough yet about
than expressions ot fact.
the ether for dogmatising.
One can imagine that a clear-headed man might be able to
work his way through all the theories ot light yet propounded,
solutions ot

an

assimilate what

abstract

was

useful and true, eliminate what

was

useless
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false, and finally construct a purified theory, not professing
explain what light is, but still connecting together in a per
fectly unobjectionable manner, free from hypotheses, all the
principal facts, and ot so compliant a nature as to readily adapt
itself to future discoveries, and finally settle down to a special
It is hardly likely that
form expressing the theory of light.
or

to

will be found tor the purpose, and per
It would be so
would not be very popular.
What is far more likely is that the electro

the clear-headed

haps

his

theory

very abstract.

man

and

possessing many ot the
already begun to find its
qualifications),
way into optical treatises at the end, will gradually work its
way right through them to the beginning, and in doing so,
oust out the most of the old-fashioned hypotheses.
The
result will be to have optical theory expressed throughout in
electromagnetic language. To do it properly, it is hardly
magnetic theory (itself abstract
lesired

which has

necessary to say that the preposterous i-ir, which the B.A.
Committee seem to want to perpetuate, should be ignored from
the

beginning.

A Perfect Conductor is
absorb the

§

184. So

a

Perfect Obstructor, but does not

Energy of Electromagnetic Waves.

far, in varying the

not introduced any

nature of the

medium,

we

have

property causing its local waste, such

as

the existence ot

conductivity (finite) necessitates. In all the
varied journeys of electromagnetic waves in a (theoretical) non
conducting dielectric with non-conducting obstacles there is no
local waste ot energy, and the work done by impressed forces is
entirely accounted for by the electric and magnetic energy.
Assuming a certain amount ot work done up to a certain
moment, and none later, that amount expresses the energy of
the electromagnetic field, and, however it may
vary in distribu
tion, the total remains the same, just as if it were. a

quantity
moving about, having continuity of existence in time
and space. The useless complication introduced
by the cir
cuital indeterminateness of the energy flux
may be ignored.
The only way, then, to get rid of the energy is to absorb it at
the sources by working against impressed forces.
Putting
that on one side, there is the waste of energy by
dissipation
in space, which cannot be stopped.
The energy is still in exisot matter
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fence, and is still in the electric and magnetic forms, and must

always

be at

finite distance from its

a

source

and

an

infinite

distance from

infinity ; but since it gets out ot practical reach,
and is constantly going out further, it is virtually wasted.
Thus, ultimately, the energy ot all disturbances generated in
a boundless
non-conducting dielectric goes out ot range and is
wasted.
To prevent

Imagine
enveloping
a

this,

screen

we

to

may

be

interpose

the sources, ot such

a

reflecting

a

barrier.

any finite distance,
nature as to be incapable ot

introduced,

at

either

transmitting or absorbing the energy ot waves impinging
upon it. Then clearly the dissipation of the energy is stopped,
and it all keeps within the bounded region.
The waves from
the

source

will be reflected from the

sequent history will be

an

boundary, and their sub
crossings and re-

endless series of

only way to destroy the induction and dis
employ artful demons (or impressed forces), so
situated and so timing themselves as to absorb the energy of
waves passing them, instead oi' generating more disturbances.
In the absence of this demoniacal possession ot the region, the
energy will remain within it in the electromagnetic form and
crossings.
placement

The

is to

be in constant motion.

But any opening in the screen, establishing a connection
ether between the inner and outer regions, will at

through

put a stop to this local persistence of energy. For energy
will pass through the opening, and once through, cannot get
back again (though a part, may), but will escape to infinity.
A
mere
pinhole will be sufficient, it time enough be given, to allow
once

all the energy to pass through it into the external region, and
there go out unimpeded to an infinite distance, in the absence

of

a

fresh

complete

screen

to

keep

it within bounds.

the above-described functions may be
made ot that very useful scientific substance, the perfect con
ductor, which is possibly existent in tact at the limiting zero
A

screen

to

perform

of absolute temperature, the latest evidence being the recent
experiments ot Profs. Dewar and Fleming, measuring the resist
of metals at very low temperatures.
ductor, it is also a perfect obstructor, or is
ances

If

perfect con
perfectly opaque to
a

electromagnetic waves, without, however, absorbing
energy superficially.

their
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Conductors at Low Temporatures.

§ 185. For this reason, a perfectly conducting mass
to electromagnetic radiation in ether cannot be heated

exposed
thereby,
If, then,

heating would imply the absorption ot energy.
(whose existence has long been suspected) that metals
tend to become perfect conductors when their temperature is
sufficiently lowered, were absolutely true, it would follow that
a metal, if once brought to zero temperature, would remain
tisere, provided its only source of heat-energy be electromag
for

the law

At the

netio vibrations.

deed,
some

same

time it is

conceivable, and,

in

inevitable, that it should receive energy from them to
extent in another way, viz., by the electromagnetic stress

motion in bulk, even though the establishment of
irregular molecular motions be prevented.
Similarly, we should expect that a metal which obeys the law
approximately would show very small absorptive power for

producing

radiation at very low temperatures.
This refers to the recep
tion of the energy of true radiation in ether that is, in vacuo.
A body may become heated in other ways, by the impacts of
—

for

example, it air be present. Prof. De war's late
suggestive in this respect, but it is too soon
to draw conclusions from partially-published experiments.
But even as regards strongly absorptive bodies, the perfectly
black body of the thermal philosophers, for example, we may
expect a similar diminution of absorptive and emissive power
air

particles,
experiments

with fall ot
the

are

Stefan's law of radiation asserts that
the fourth power of the absolute tem
Since, however, in deriving this law from electro
principles, as has been recently done by B. Galitzine *

temperature.

emissivity

perature.

varies

magnetic
seemingly require

we

the second law of

as

to invoke

the aid ot reversible cycles and
whose range ot application

thermodynamics,

is sometimes open to

we

an

law

question,
overhasty acceptance ot the

lute fact.

The second law ot

be established from

laws of averages,

validity

so

thermodynamics itself needs to
electromagnetic principles, assisted by the
that we may come to see more
clearly the

ot its

the inner

may well be excused from
as the
expression of abso

application, and obtain
meaning of temperature.
•

PhU,

more

Mag., February, 1893.

distinct notions of
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The Mean Flux of Energy.

said,
§
perfectly conducting screen enclos
ing a dielectric region supporting electromagnetic disturbances,
keeps in their energy, which remains in the electric and mag
a

netic

forms, and if there bo no sources ot energy present, the
total energy remains constant.
Some interesting questions
arise regarding the subsequent history ot the electromagnetic

disturbances, when left to themselves, subject
ing and reflecting action ot tho screen.
In certain

unchanged

cases

; for

electrification,
an

when it is the

associated therewith.

or

associated with

the initial state will continue

example,

initially steady
a

to the obstruct

state ot

magnetic

linear current

absolutely
steady state due to
Similarly as regards

force

—

that, for instance,

(without resistance)

in the

region. Again, in other cases, although the subse
history ot an initial state may be one of constant

enclosed

quent

change, yet

there will be

as

when

regular

recurrence

ot

a

series ot

state ot vibration

periodic
persists without
It is sufficient to mention the very
any tendency to degrade.
rudimentary case of a plane wave running to and fro between
parallel plane reflecting boundaries, without the slightest ten
dency to change the type ot the vibrations. We see from
these examples, which may be multiplied, that there is no
necessary tendency for the initial state, even when vibratory,
Never
to break up and fritter down into irregular vibrations.
theless, there does appear to be a general tendency to this
states ;

a

eflect, when the initial states are not so artfully selected as to
prevent it happening. Even when we start with some quite
simple type of electromagnetic disturbance, the general effect

repeated reflections from the boundary (especially when
irregular form) and the crossing of waves is to convert the
initial simplicity into a highly complex and irregular state of
vibration throughout the whole region. This cannot happen
universally, as we lave seen, and therefore a general proof ot
conversion from any initial state to irregularity cannot be
given ; but there can be little doubt as to the usual possi
bility of the phenomenon. Especially will this be the case
it the initial state be itself ot an irregular type, such as that
due to ordinary radiation from matter, when it is tolerably
ot the
of
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clear that the

irregularity

will

persist, and

become

more

complete.
Let us, then, assume that we have
into this state in its extreme

screen

got the medium within our
form, without enquiry into

the intermediate stages.
Then the very irregularity gives rise
The
to a regularity of a new kind, the regularity of averages.
total energy, which is a constant quantity, will be halt electric

magnetic, and will be uniformly spread throughout
enclosure, so that the energy density (or energy per unit

and half

the

volume) is constant. As regards the displacement and the
induction, they take all directions in turn at any one spot, quite
irregularly, but so that their time-averages show no directional
preference. Similarly, the flux ot energy, which is a definite
quantity at a given moment at a fixed spot, is constantly
changing in amount and direction. But in virtue ot the con
stancy of the mean density and the preservation of the normal
state by constant exchanges ot energy, there is a definite mean
This mean
energy flux to be obtained by averaging results.
flux expresses the flux of energy per second
anywhere situated within the enclosure.

across a

unit

area

To estimate its amount, let the mean density of the energy
This is to include both kinds.
Now fix attention upon

be U.
a

unit area.

A, fixed

in

position anywhere

within the

enclosure,

and consider the flux of energy through it under different cir
cumstances.
First of all, if the energy all moved th6 same
way at the

same speed v (that ot propagation), as in simple
plane progressive waves, and the direction of its motion were
perpendicular to the fixed .unit area A, then the energy passing
through it would belong to a ray (or bundle ot rays) of unit

section, and the energy flux would be Uf simply.
maximum.
mulate

on

But this is
one

This is the

impossible, because energy would
side of A at the expense of the other.

accu

The

prevent the accumulation, is to let half
the energy go one way and half the other ; still, however, in
the same line. This brings us down to ^'Uv. To go further,
next

we

approximation,

must

The

take all

to

possible

directions of motion into account.

ray conveying 'Vv must assume all directions in
turn, and the mean value of the flux through A must be
reckoned. Now, it the ray of unit section be turned round

original

so as

to

make

an

angle

0 with the normal to

A, the effective
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section of the ray is reduced from 1 to cos 0 ; that is, cos 0 is
the fractional part of the ray whioh sends its energy through
A, through which the flux per second is therefore Uvoos 0, due
The true flux through the area A
ray at inclination 0.
is therefore the mean value of Uu cos 0 tor all directions in space

to the

by the ray. Now the mean value ot cos 0 for a com
plete sphere is zero, and therefore the mean flux through A is
zero.
This is right, as it asserts that as much goes through
one way as the other.
To obtain the amount going either way
we must average over a hemisphere only.
The mean value of
cos 0 is then
J. But we are only concerned with half the total
Con
energy, or ^U, when wo are conflned to one hemisphere.
sequently we have
assumed

W

=

iUt',

to express the flux of energy W

any unit area in the enclosure.
Another way of getting this

(4)

...

per second each way

through

result, which is, however,

is to divide the

essen

ray ot unit section
flux is Uf into a very great number n of equal
rays ot unit section, each conveying \/n part of the same, and
placed at such inclinations to the normal to A that no direction

tially the same,
along which the

original

This amounts to dividing the surface ot
in space is favoured.
a sphere whose centre is that of the area A into n equal parts,
the centre of every one ot which defines the position of one ot
the n rays. Any ray now sends (Uv/n) cos 0 through A per
second. Now sum this up over the whole hemisphere and the

In the

result is W.

limit, when

n

is

infinitely great,

W=r(^^-^^^S^sm0d<l>d0
J
J
a

0

47r

=

{lIv,

.

we

.

have

(5)

before. The iir divisor in the integral is not the unspeak
able 4jr of the B.A. units. It is the area of the sphere of unit
radius, whilst the other factor sin 0 ddd^ is the area ot an

as

element ot the
As this is

sphere.
important

an

fundamental result in

radiation,

it

is desirable to establish it as generally and simply, and with as
Bartoli made it
much definiteness of meaning as possible.
come

to

^Mv (apart

from

electromagnetic considerations,

which
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however, only accidentally involved). On the other hand,
I'Uv by considering a special case, viz.,
that of a cylindrical enclosure with flat ends, one of which is a
radiant source (perfectly black) at constant temperature, whilst
the other end and the round surface are perfectly reflecting.
It would appear, however, from the above method, that the
are,

Galitzine makes it

result is

general,

and is

independent

of

sources

of heat, and of

emissivity and temperature. Since we made no use ot the
screen after introducing it to keep in the radiation, it may be
dispensed with, provided the stationary condition be still main
"
tained. Thus, if a portion ot the screen be made
perfectly
black," maintained at constant temperature, the quantity W,
which represents the amount of heat falling upon it per unit
But this is
area per second, is completely absorbed by it.
from
the
the
emission
black
surface
perfectly compensated by
of an equal amount of heat.
So ^\]v measures the total emis
sivity under the circumstances.
the

The Mean Pressure of Radiation.

§ 187. Another important fundamental quantity is the
In a
pressure ot radiation.
netic stresses unite to form
no

pressure

or

wave,

the radiation is balanced

directional

a

tension iu lines

is, in the plane of the

as

mean

ray the electric and mag
pressure U along the ray, with

simple

to the ray, that
described in § 86.
But when
in the last paragraph, there is no

perpendicular

as

and the pressure is all ways in turn, and
therefore, on the average, simulates a hydrostatic pressure. Its
value may be readily estimated in a manner similar to that
employed above concerning the mean flux of energy. When

preference,

make the energy U go all one way in a
ray of unit section
through the area A situated anywhere, the pressure in the ray
is U, and this is the pressure on A if the
ray is
we

perpendicular

A.

But when the ray is inclined to the normal to A at an
angle 0, only the fraction cos 0 ot the ray is concerned in the
action upon A. Furthermore, the line of
pressure is inclined
to the normal to A at an angle 0, so that the effective normal
to

pressure is still further reduced by the factor cos 0 a second
time.
The pressure on A is therefore
only U cos^ei. This
must now be averaged for all directions in
space that we may
give to the ray, without preference. Now the mean value of
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So the pressure, say p, is

J.

given by
P

Notice

sphere,

particularly
merely for

that
the

not

tion.

The

right

to left

reason
or

=

we

\V

(6)

take the

hemisphere

mean

as

for the

in the

complete

tprmer calcula

is that whether

from left to

right,

a
ray goes through A from
the pressure is the same : so

both ways have to be reckoned.
Or, we may divide the original ray in which the pressure is
U into a great number n ot rays also of unit section, in each of
which the pressure is U/ra. Let the axes of these
rays be defined
by the middle points ot n small equal areas into which we may

divide the surface ot
sures on

A.

We

ff=
This result

a

sphere,

obtain,

in the

P""rU
J

0

J

cos^g

and

sin

47r

0

sum

up the normal

pres

limit,

6>rf.Mg

=

iU.

.

,

(7)

given by Boltzmann some years ago, and
special ca?e ot his straight cylinder
wilh a radiant surface at one end.
By the above method we
see that the result is
general, resulting from the uniformity
ot raiiation in all directions, as the previous formula for the
was

Galitzine confirms it for the

mean

flux of energy did.

Emissivity and Temperature.
183. This

§
pressure p is not only the mean pressure
the
enclosure, but also the pressure on its enve
throughout
lope, which exerts an equal back pressure. It it move, then
work is done by or against the enclosed radiation through
the agency of its pressure, and the enclosure loses or gains
energy to an equal extent. Observe that the idea ot tempera
ture does not enter explicitly when the boundary of the enclo
sure is of ideal
perfectly reflecting material. But when it,
or a part of it, is made absorptive and emissive, the physics
of the matter becomes far

dubious.

Tbe notion ot

more

difficult and to

temperature

comes

in,

some

extent

and with it the

thermodynamics. Assuming its full applica
easily enough, as Galitzine has
shown.
Let the enclosure lie a cylinder of unit section with
Let A be fixed, and be a perfectly black
two pistons A and B.
i-ccond law of

bility,

Stefan's law follows
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whilst B is movable to and from A and is
as is also the round cylinder.

body,

a

perfect

reflector,

Now start with B close to A ; the volume of the enclosure
Draw B very slowly away from A through the

is then nil.

distance k,

keeping

A at constant temperature t all the

time,

and then stop it. During this operation the source A keeps
the enclosure filled with energy to density U, and pressure p,

corresponding

to the

temperature

t at

which A is maintained.

The pressure p does the external work ph.
Besides
is energy UA. in the enclosure at the end of the
Their

is therefore the heat lost

sum

emitted

by

A into the enclosure

A

by

over

that

that, there

operation.
(excess of heat
returned to A).

Say
lI

Now

we

{'U+p)h

=

know p in terms of U,
H

=

so

(8)

that

we

have, by (6),

|UA

(9)

B

being fixed, let the cylinder cool down to zero temperaThe whole of the energy UA in the enclosure goes out
through A. Lastly, push B back to A without working, and
Now,
tiu:e.

then raise A to temperature t.
A
Applying the second law, we have
H

cycle

is then

completed.

f'ldR,

<10)

T^ht-d^'''
where H is

before, and dB. is an element of the heat lost in
On the left side put
process.
(U-i-p)A or ^UA
for H, because external work was done in the first
operation.
On the right side leave out the p term, because
the

the

as

cooling

cooling

B

during

was

fixed.

So

we

get

nidJJ

4U

,

^-^^hldi'"'^
by omitting
we

the factor h.

•

•

•

•

Differentiate with respect

(11)
to t, and

get
d\5

4U

^=T'
from which

(12)

we conclude that
U, and, therefore, also p and W,
vary as the fourth power of the temperature, the result above
mentioned as applied to the
W,

emissivity
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We

tacitly assume that the ether is able to escape freely from
cylinder through its envelope, or else that it is freely com
pressible, without resistance. This difficulty in connexion with
the

the ether is

very old

a

one.

Internal Obstruction and
189. The

ot

Superficial Conduction.

perfect conductor are derived from
by examining what would happen
it the resistivity were continuously reduced, and ultimately
In this way we find that a perfect conductor
became zero.
is a perfect obstructor, for one thing, which idea is singu
larly at variance with popular notions regarding conduc
But it is also a perfect conductor literally, though
tors.
in a different sense to that commonly understood.
Ohm's
law has played so important a part in the development of
electrical knowledge, especially on the practical side, that it
is really not at all a matter of wonder that some practicians
§

those ot

properties

common

conductors

should have been
ductor

as

so

reluctant to take in the idea of

obstructor.

an

a

Scientific

men

who

can

a con

follow the

which the functions ot conductors follow trom

reasoning by

known tacts have

no
difficulty in pursuing the consequences
beyond experimental observation. Again, younger men,
with fewer prejudices to surmount, do not find much trouble
with superficial conduction and internal obstruction. But the
old established practitioner with prejudices, who could not
see the reason, was put into a position of some
difficulty
resembling chancery. If you have got anything new, in
substance or in method, and want to propagate it rapidly,
you need not expect anything but hindrance from the old
practitioner even though he sat at the feet of Faraday.
Beetles could do that. Besides, the old practitioner is apt
to measure the value ot science by the number of dollars
he thinks it is likely to bring into his pocket, and if he

far

—

—

does not

ancient

see

the

dollars,

prejudices.

But

he is very disinclined to disturb his
only give him plenty ot rope, and

when the new views have become fashionably current, he may
find it worth his while to adopt them, though, perhaps, in

somewhat sneaking manner, not unmixed with bluster, and
make believe he knew all about it when he was a little boy !
He sees a prospect of dollars in the distance, that is the
a

z
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reason.

obstruction having failed, try the per

perfect

fect conduction.
You should make your converts out ot the rising generation
and the coming men.
Thus, passing to another matter. Prof
Tait says he cannot understand my vectors, though he can
understand much harder things. But men who have no quater
nionic

prejudices

can

understand them, and do.

Younger

born into the world with more advanced ideas, on
If you had
There cannot be a doubt about it.
the average.
Britons
the
ancient
to
the Calculus
you would not
men

are

taught

a man to take it in amongst the whole lot, Druids
Consider too, what a trouble scientific men used
to have with the principle of the persistence of energy.
They

have found

and all.

could not

thing

But

everybody sees
begin early, and train up
it.

see

is to

it

The

now.

important

the young stick as you
Quaternions it is different.

Now with
it to grow.
You may put off till to-morrow what you cannot do to-day,
Of course, I
for fear you commence the study too soon.
refer to the Hamilton-Tait system, where you have to do
want

violence to

by making

reason

believe

that

a

vector

is

a

quaternion, and that its square is negative.
According to Ohm's law alone, a perfect conductor should be
which carried an infinite current under a finite voltage,
and the current would flow all through it because it does so
ordinarily. But what is left out of consideration here is the

one

manner

in whioh the assumed

steady

state is established.

If

take this into account, we find that there is no steady state
when the resistance is zero, for the variable period is infinitely

we

prolonged, and Ohm's law is therefore out of it, so far as the
In a circuit of no resistance containing
usual application goes.
a finite steady impressed voltage E, the current would mount
up infinitely and never stop mounting up. On the other hand,
it

we

insert

a

there will be

resistance R in the former circuit ot
a

settling

to

a

steady state,

circuit will tend to the value

law.
&

The current is the

part thereof has

portion

has also

But this is
with Ohm's

law,

resistance,'

in full obedience to Ohm's

all round the

resistance.

circuit, although

We conclude that that

voltage.

no

only

no

E/R,

same

no

tor the current in the

a

we

part ot the story.
overlook the most

Although we harmonise
interesting part. The
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smaller the resistance the greater the time taken for the
current to get into the conductor from its boundary, where it
is initiated.
at

In the limit, with no resistance, it never gets in
Where, then, is the current? For, as we have said,

all.

it mounts up to a finite value if there be a finite resistance
inserted along with the perfect conductor, and mounts up

infinitely

if there be

no

resistance.

the existence of electric current in

We

a wire
recognise
by
the magnetic force round it, and in fact measure the current
by its magnetic force. Therefore, according to this, there is
the same total current in the wire, it the magnetic force out
side it remains the same. If, then, the magnetic force stops
completely at the surface of the wire, whose interior is entirely
free from magnetic force, the measure of the current is just

uniformly distributed current of the steady
conductivity becomes a mere surface
In one case we
current when the conductivity is infinite.
have a finite volume-density of current, and in the other a
When the current inside the wire is
finite surface-density.

the

The

same.

state

appropriate

zero

SO

again.

to finite

is the electric

force, in accordance

The electric and

Ohm's law

with

magnetic phenomena

are

entirely

in

wire, the entrance of any similar
manifestations into it being perfectly obstructed by the absence
For this purpose the thinnest skin would serve
of resistance.
the dielectric outside the

equally well.
phenomenon
there is

In the usual

sense

that

an

electric current is

a

ot matter, it has become quite an abstraction, for
It is shut out completely.
matter concerned in it.

no

portion ot which is a wire
resistance, supporting
steady current, there is no
difference whatever in the external magnetic force outside the
resisting and non-resisting parts, though in one case there is
entrance of the magnetic force and waste of energy, whilst in
In the circuit of finite

of

resistance,

a

a

no

the other there is

entrance

no

and

no

These

waste.

con

clusions do not rest upon Maxwell's theory of dielectrics, but
upon the second circuital law ot electromagnetism applied to

conductors.
we can come

But it is
to

a

only by means ot Maxwell's theorj' that
understanding and explanation ot the

proper
functions ot conductors.
The

sense

ductor in

in which

reality

as

a

well

perfect conductor
as

in

name

is

a

perfect

con

is that it allows electro-

z2
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magnetic

slip along

to

waves

perfectly free
perfectly obstruc
superficially. It

its surface in

Though
manner, without waste of energy.
tive internally, it is perfectly conductive

a

the waves, and in this less technical sense of
conduction the idea of a perfect conductor acquires fresh life.

merely guides

The Effect of
ances.

a Perfect Conductor on External Disturb
Reflection and Conduction of Waves.

190, The conditions at the interface ot

§
and

a

dielectric

are

tangential component

no

a

perfect

conductor

that the electric force in the dielectric has

and the

magnetic induction

no

normal

Or

component.

VNE

=

NH

0,

=

0,

if N be the unit normal from the conductor.

Thus, when
there is electrio force at the boundary it is entirely normal,
with electrification to match ; and if there is magnetic force it
is entirely tangential, with electric current to match. Both
electrification and current are superficial. The displacement
the surface density o- ot the one, and the
force that of the other, say c, thus
measures

<r

=

ND,

C

=

magnetic

VNH,

in rational units, without any useless and arbitrary 47r constant,.
such as is required in the B.A. system of units, of amazing

If, then, we have electromagnetic disturbances
dielectric containing a perfect conductor, the latter
first of all is free from disturbance, and next causes such re
flected waves as to annihilate the tangentiality of the electric
force and the normality of the magnetic force.

irrationality.
given

As
on

in

a

regards steady states, the influence
foreign sources is to

induction due to

manner as

of

a

perfect

conductor

exclude it in the

same

if the

inductivity were made zero ; that is, the induc
round it tangentially instead of entering it. This

tion goes
is usually ascribed to

electrio current-sheet induced upon its
is the negative of that
due to the external field. This is right mathematically, but is
deceptive and delusive physically. There is no internal force,
neither that of the eiternal field nor that of the superficial
an

surface, whose internal magnetic force

current.

The current sheet itself

merely

means

the

abrupt
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of the

magnetic field, and cannot really be supposed
of magnetic force in a body whioh cannot
permit its entrance. The previously mentioned case of a per
fectly conducting wire inserted in a circuit ot finite resistance
supporting a steady current, will serve to bring out this point
strongly. The supposed induced superficial current is now
actually the main current in the circuit itself.
It is diff'erent with the steady state due to external electric
sources.
The displacement is just as much shut out from the
perfect conductor (which may also be a dielectric) as was the
magnetic induction, but in a strikingly different manner, ter
minating upon it perpendicularly, as if it entered it in the
manner that would happen were the conductor nonconducting,
but of exceedingly great permittivity, so that it drew in the
tubes of displacement.
Although a perfect magnetic conductor is, in the absence ot
knowledge even ot a finite degree of magnetic conductivity, a
very far-fetched idea, yet it is useful in electromagnetic theory
A perfect
to contrast with the perfect electric conductor.
behaves
towards
conductor
just as a
displacement
magnetic
perfect electric conductor does towards induction ; that is, the
displacement goes round it tangentially. It also behaves
towards induction as a perfect electric conductor does towards
displacement ; that is, the induction meets it perpendicularly,
as
it it possessed exceedingly great inductivity, without
magnetic conductivity. This magnetic conductor is also per
fectly obstructive internally, and is a perfect reflector, though
The tan
not quite in the same way as electric conductors.
gential magnetic force and the normal electric force are zero.
As regards waves, there are two extreme ways in which a
perfect conductor behaves that is, extreme forms ot the gene
ral behaviour. It may wholly conduct them, or it may wholly
reflect them. In the latter case we may illustrate by ima^
gining a thin plane electromagnetic sheet, consisting of crossed
electric and magnetic forces in the ratio given by E pvB.,
moving at the speed ot light, to strike a perfect conductor
flush that is, all over at the same time, by reason ot parallel
The incident sheet
ism of the sheet and conducting surface.
is at once turned into another plane sheet, which runs away
If the conductivity be
from the conductor as fast as it came.
stoppage

to be the

source

—

=

—
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of the electric kind the reflected sheet differs from the incident
in having its displacement reversed, but in no other respect.
During the act
This is
reflection with reversal ot E.

perfect
reflection, whilst the incident and reflected sheets partly coin
cide, E is zero and H is doubled. Both are tangential ; but
of

there

can

be

no

tangential E,

initiates the reflected

sheet,

so

the reflector

in which H is the

destroys

E and

as

in the

same

incident sheet, whilst E is reversed.
On the other hand, when the conductivity is ot the magnetic
kind, the reflected wave sheet differs trom the incident only in
having its induction reversed. The displacement persists,
being doubled during the act ot reflection, whilst the induction
is then annulled.

plane electromagnetic sheet
hangs
perpendicularly. It then slips along
This
the conductor at the speed of light, with perfect slip.
the
most
ot
occur
with
a
course,
but,
reflector,
may
plane
striking and useful and practical case is that of a straight
cylinder a wire, in fact, though it need not be round, but may
The other extreme
on

to

a

occurs

when

a

conductor

—

The wave then runs along the wire
have any form of section.
at constant speed v, and without change ot type, at least so
as the wire continues straight and of unchanged section.
If the section vary regularly, so that the wire is a cone, then it
is a spherical wave that is propagated along it without change
This case includes an infinitely fine wire, when we
ot type.

long

plane waves. Other interesting
varying the angle of the cone, or
using a double cone, or a cone and a plane, &c.
Now, in the first main case of perfect reflection (flush) the
incident and reflected sheets are wholly separated from one
another, except just at the reflecting surface, where there is
On the other hand, when a plane
a momentary coincidence.
wave runs along a wire, or, say, more
conveniently here, along
a plane, we only see one wave.
It is the case of reflection at
grazing incidence, and may be considered the limiting case of

may have either spherical
cases may be made up by

or

.

permanent union of the incident and reflected
these two cases we have the

general

case

waves.

Between

ot incidence and reflec

angle. There are two plane waves (sheets, most
conveniently for reasoning and description) one going to and the
other coming from the plane reflector, where they join together.

tion at any
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making equal angles with it. In the overlapping region, close
to the plane, the displacement due to the union ot the two
waves is normal to the surface
(that is, with an electric con
ductor) which is electrified, and the electrification runs along
the surface at a speed depending upon the angle ot incidence,
being v at grazing incidence (ot rays) and v/cos 0 at incidence
angle 0, varying, therefore, between v and infinity. It may be,
perhaps, rather a novel idea to some readers that electrification
can run through
space at any speed greater than that of light,
but the matter is made simple enough by considering the rate
ot incidence upon the refiecting surface ot different parts of the
plane sheet. In the case ot nearly flush incidence of a sheet,

its different parts strike the surface nearly simultaneously, so
that there is an immensely great speed of motion ot the elec

along the surface. The electrification is the same in
always, and is continuously existent, so we are some
what justified in speaking of the electrification moving ; but
we
may equally well regard it as a case of continuous genera
trification

amount

tion of electrification at

one

end and of annihilation at the

conducting surface which is
momentarily charged, the generation and annihilation being
performed by the different parts ot the incident sheet and the
reflected sheet as they reach and leave the surface. Details of
these simple cases, leading to a plainer understanding, will
In the
come later, when these general notions are got over.
incident
normal
when
the
case
of
incidence
ot
limiting
rays,
other end ot the part ot the

sheet strikes the surface

flush,

the electrification is non-existent.

It goes out ot existence just as its speed becomes infinite.
The above describes one extreme kind ot reflection of a
sheet at any

angle, and

and, therefore, also
reflector, whilst E

in the

occurs

when H in the

plane

incident,

in the reflected wave, is tangential to the
plane of incidence. But when it

is in the

is H in the incident

and E is

is what

wave

tangential,
overlapping pait
we

that is in the

have
near

quite

plane

ot

another kind of

the reflector. There is

incidence,

composition
no

E within

it at all, and also no electrification ; whilst the H within
it is parallel to the reflector, and simply joins together the H's
in the parts of the waves which do not overlap, the H in one
wave

being directed towards the

surface in the

plane

dence, and in the other away from the surface. In both

of inci

waves, of
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we have
course, H is in the plane ot the wave. In other respects
It is now a surface current, instead
a similarity in propagation.

of electrification, that
If the reflector be

along the surface at speed -w/cos 0.
magnetic conductor, we have two very

runs
a

similar main cases, in one ot which magnetification (the ana
logue of electrification), and in the other a magnetic current,
runs,

or

appears to run,

along the

surface.

The Effect of Conducting Matter in Diverting External
Induction.

§

191. The

ductivity

theory

of the effect of

in the medium

difficult and

complicated

on

a

finite

electromagnetic

degree

waves

ot con

is far

than that of the effect of infinite

more

con

may gain a general idea of the
nature ot the effect by means of the substitution ot simple
problems for the real ones that present themselves, and also in

ductivity.

Nevertheless,

we

this way obtain a knowledge ot very important properties con
cerned. There are two ways in which we may regard the ques
tion of

conductivity. First, starting from the theory ot perfect
by perfect dielectric non conductors, we
examine
ot introducing a slight amount of
the
effect
may
resistivity, to be then increased more and more until at last
we come to conductors of high
resistivity, or infinite, when
we have dielectrics merely.
The other way is to start with
conductors surrounded

electromagnetic waves in a perfect dielectric, and examine the
produced upon them of introducing first a small amount
ot conductivity, then more and more, until we come to perfect
conductors again.
Both ways are instructive none the less
because they give very different views of the same matter.
effect

—

In the first

place,

ductor have only

it may be

readily

amount of

conceived that it

a con

it may behave
approximately the same as if it had none, and may obstruct
waves nearly perfectly
internally, and likewise reflect and con
duct them superficially nearly perfectly.
This is true, but the
a

slight

resistivity

element ot time has to be taken into account, as it becomes ot
great importance when there is some resistivity, however little,
instead ot quite none.
Suppose, for example, we have an

initially steady magnetic field, and bring a conductor into it
If this be
very quickly from a distance, and keep it there.
done quickly enough, the first effect is nearly the same as if
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the conductor

were perfect.
That is, the induction of the
field will be driven out ot the space it
previously occupied,
which is now occupied by the conductor, and pass round
it tangentially, as it the conductor were of zero induc

It

tivity.

will, therefore,

the stress in the field in
upon
force

acted upon by
the action

mechanically
manner

resembling

a perfect diamagnetic
body that is, there will be a
tending to drive it from stronger to weaker parts of the
—

In another form, we may say that external force must
to the conductor to bring it into the field and

field.
be

be
a

applied

to hold it

there.

But this state ot

things will not continue.
only skin deep, will pene
trate into the interior in time, according to
law resembling
that ot the diffusion ot heat.
Given time enough, it will
assume the same distribution as it there were no
conductivity,
although our assumption is that there is nearly no resistivity
that is, in the ultimate state tended to, it is merely the induc
tivity that settles how the magnetic induction will distribute
itself.
Initially, there is a skin current, its total being mea
sured by the difference in the magnetic force just outside and
The

magnetic force,

which is at first

a

—

a

is

little way in&ide the

conductor,
force

magnetic
practically
ot a perfect conductor,
no

or

in the bulk ot which there

electric current.

Ohm's law is

As in the

There
internal current, because there is no internal electric or
magnetic force. They simply have not had time to get in, on
case

is

no

account of the obstructive action of the

is

fully obeyed.

as

useless and

cancelled

by another,

force to the

As the

as

high conductivity.

to

counteracting magnetic force of the skin

magnetic

force

It

say that one electric force is
it is to ascribe the absence ot magnetic

misleading

spreads

into the

conductor,

so

current.

does the

electric current, which is the curl of the former. In the end,
when the magnetic force has got steady, the current ceases.
There may now still be moving force on the conductor, but not
of the same kind as before, it being simply the ordinary para

magnetic

diamagnetic repulsion according as the
inductivity of the body exceeds or is less than

attraction

value ot the

or

that of the external medium.
It will be very much the same thing if we start with the
conductor at rest in a neutral state in a neutral field, and
then establish a steady magnetic field by some external
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There will still be

cause.

the

internal

same

conductor, and consequent
by
tion of the steady state throughout it.
there is

a

according

obstruction

in the assump

In both cases, too,

necessary waste of energy involved in the process,
to Joule's law of the generation of heat by the exist

conducting matter. Thus two things
degree
conductivity is not infinite. First,
imperfect at the boundary ot the conductor,
incident disturbance being transmitted into

of electric current in

happen

ot

when the

the reflection is
a

delay

the

offered

ence
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portion

of

an

Next, in the
involved, there is
it.

field.

We shall

act of
a

see

attenuating process.

transmission

At present

external field be not steady or do
so that the conductor is exposed to
internal

part

magnetic
balanced

we

not

Thus,

may note that if the
tend to a steady state,

fluctuating forces,

ot the conductor need

force.

and the attenuation

loss of energy from the electromagnetic
later more precisely the nature ot the

never

acquire

then the

any sensible
sum of a

it the external field be the

alternating, and of a field which would be steady in
conductor, only the latter part will penetrate

the absence of the

fully into it. The former alternating part will penetrate
imperfectly, the more so the greater the conductivity, and, as
before said, not at all when the conductivity is perfect. The
other field is then also excluded. With rapid alternations the
region of sensible penetration is only skin-deep, consisting of
layers of opposite kinds (as regards direction ot the magnetic
force, which is nearly tangential), with, however, so very rapid
an attenuation of
intensity in going inward that practically
only one wave need be considered (except for short waves, like
Ot course; the heat generation is now confined to the
What goes in further does so by
ordinary heat diffusion.
The time-coustant ot retardation of a conductor varies as the

light).
skin.

the inductivity, and as the
square ot the linear
This refers to the intervals of time
required to
definite proportion of the
state under the

conductivity,
dimensions.
establish

a

as

steady
steady forces in bodies of different size, conductivity,
and inductivity, but geometrically similar. Here the two
pro
perties, conductivity and inductivity, act conjointly, so that, for
example, iron is far more obstructive than copper, although its
conductivity is much inferior. It is different with the heatgeneration. There the inductivity and conductivity act in
action of

—
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for, with the

the

same

the

in

same

cases

current-density,

ot skin-conduction

resistance per unit area ot
the
square root ot the product ot the
directly
(not conductivity), inductivity, and frequency.

surface varies

resistivity

electric force, the waste

or, with the

conductivity,
resistivity. It results that
rapidly alternating currents, the
as
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as

Thus, whilst we
frequency, with

may increase the resistance
a given material, and also

by increasing the
by increasing the
by increasing the conductivity, in

inductivity, we decrease it
spite ot the tact that the internal obstruction varies as the con
ductivity and inductivity conjointly. The point to be attended
to here is that

no necessary bar to
of course, in a given case
the resistance is greater than it the conduction were more wide
spread. It depends upon how it is brought about, whether by

effective skin

mere

internal obstruction is

conduction, although,

conductivity or inductivity. This is how it comes about that
with th« complete internal obstruction of a perfect conductor,
with the effective skin reduced to nothing, there is still no
resistance, and the slip ot electromagnetic waves along them is
perfect. But it is different when we obtain the internal obstruc
tion by increasing the inductivity, preserving the conductivity
constant.

Perfect internal obstruction then

resistance, and

means

infinite

If the
slipping of waves at all.
obstruction be not complete, it will be accompanied by very
rapid attenuation of waves running along the surface when the
obstruction arises from high inductivity, and by relatively very
slight attenuation when it arises trom high conductivity.
The repulsive force which was referred to in the case of a
perfect conductor brought into a magnetic field, or when a
magnetic field is created outside the perfect conductor, arises
no

from its obstructive

proper

action, combined

with the tact that it is

only the lateral pressure of the magnetic stress that acts on the
conductor, owing to the tangentiality ot the magnetic force.
naturally also operative, though in a less
conductivity is not perfect. In fact, it
to
some extent whenever there is a sufficiently rapid
operative

This

repulsive

marked
is

form,

force is

when the

alternation of the field for the conductance to
trom the undisturbed state of the

departure

cause a

sensible

magnetic force,
ordinary metallic

and is, therefore, strongly operative with
conductors with quite moderate frequency of vibration.

I'tie
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experiments of Prof. Elihu Thomson on this elec
tromagnetic repulsion will be remembered. The phenomenon
It is
has nothing specially to do with electromagnetic waves.
the
than
rather
using
electromagnetic,
magnetic repulsion,
the
from
word "magnetic" in its general sense, apart
special
fact ot magnetisation when the inductivity ot the conductor
remarkable

"

that of the ether.-*
conductor is brought into an electric instead f a
magnetic field, the case is somewhat different. There is in
destruc
any case merely skin conduction, for there is an actual
result
flnal
The
tion of the flux
by conductivity.
is not the

When

same as

a

displacement

therefore, is

that the ultimate

permanent

state in the

con

perfect neutrality, just as if the conduc
tivity were perfect. Electric conductivity destroys displace
ment, but it cannot destroy induction. Similarly, magnetic
conductivity would destroy induction, but would be unable to
destroy displacement. Thus, a magnetic conductor brought
into an electric fleld would, in time, permit its full penetra
tion, but if brought into a magnetic field the final result would
be a state of internal neutrality, however low the conductivity.
ductor is

a

state of

If, however, it be very low, then, whether it be of the electric
the magnetic kind, there will be an initial nearly complete

or

penetration (owing to the removal ot the obstruction), followed
by subsidence to zero ot the flux appropriate to the conduc
tivity, electric or magnetic respectively. The persistence ot
magnetic induction, in spite ot the presence of electric con*

This reference to Elihu Thomson's

experiments must not be under
explanation, which is sometimes complex. The idea iu the
text has been of a lump of metal.
-When made a disc or a linear circuit
we have special peculiarities, and the theory may be perhaps best done
in terms of inductances and resistances. The principle concerned of
the temporary diversion of magnetic induction by conducting matter
remains in force, however, whether the matter be in a lump or in a closed
line. In the latter case the tendency of the conductance is to keep the
total induction through it constant.
Consider first an infinitely con
ducting disc which completely diverts induction ; and next, a ring made
by removing nearly all the disc except the outer part. Induction now
goes through the circuit, ot course, when brought into a magnetic field,
but its total is zero, by reason of the infinite conductance and the current
induced in the ring. As is well known, Maxwell considered perfectly
conducting linear molecular circuits in applying his views to Weber's
theory of dianiagneti.^m.
stood

"

as a

full

"
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ductivity, is a very important and significant fact, ot which I
shall give a simple proof ina later Section, in amplification ot
my
proof ot 1887-8. The present method ot passing from perfect
to

finite

conductivity

is unsuitable for the purpose, because

in

good conductors the dielectric permittivity is altogether
swamped, and is therefore ignored ; whilst, on the other hand,
in very bad conductors the permittivity is a factor of the
greatest importance. Now we can pass continuously from a
non-conducting dielectric to a conducting one, up to perfect
conduction, but we cannot pass the other way without having
the permittivity in view all the time, which makes the matter
difficult.
Parenthetical Remarks

on Induction, Magnetisation, Induc
tivity and Susceptibility.

§

192. As

people's

memories

are

very

short, and

there is

some

subject, I may repeat here that the sofrequently-used word inductivity is not intended for use as a
mere synonym for permeability.
The latter is the ratio of the
inductivity of a medium to that ot ether, and is therefore a
mere numeric.
On the other hand, inductivity has a wider
meaning, namely, such that ipJi^ is the density ot the magnetic
We can only make it a
energy, irrespective of dimensions.
numeric by assumption. Even then, it has only a fictitious
identity with permeability a forced numerical identity.
Similar remarks apply to some other quantities, but they
are
particularly necessary in the case ot inductivity, on
account ot the obscure and misleading manner in which the
connections between induction, magnetic force, and magnetisa
tion were formerly commonly presented (and still are some
times), together with the misleading connection between the
susceptibility and the permeability. We should write
discussion

on

the

—

jD = 1 -H K,

Up

is the

permeability

and
Pi

k

=

the
1 +

susceptibility,

^TTK-j,

where the suffix letter refers to the

ing.

The 47r

men near

is,

as

usual, simply

instead of

common

nonsense,

the end ot the nineteenth

irrational reckon

unworthy ot

century.

scientific

Now introduce
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Maxwell's ether

and make p

theory,

ether, and p, that of
inductivity
the usual reservations), then
of

takes the

place

of the

p/Po.

=

some

where p,, is the

other substance (with

common

misleading in two respects, first as regards the obstre
perous 47r, and next in making p, and k be quantities of the
But k is always and essentially a numeric, whilst p.
same kind.
We see that the use of inductivity rather than permea
is not.
which is

bility is necessary in electromagnetic theory, as a matter of
logical common sense as well as for the purpose of scientific
But this need not interfere with the

clearness.

bility

in its above-described

ot

sense

a

hand, one of the two words should be
think, be little doubt as to which should
In the
we

case

of

use

of permea

If, on the other
abolished, there can, I

ratio.

go.

purely elastic magnetisation (without intrinsic)

have
B

=

/xF

=

/ao(l-i-/<)F,

where B is the induction and F the
is what the induction would be in

magnetic force.

ether,

part PqkT expresses the effect of the

so

Here

p^T

that the additional

matter

present, which

becomes

magnetised. The ratio k, therefore, naturally expresses
the susceptibility for magnetisation of the matter. Perhaps, in
passing, it might be thought that /i^K should express the sus
ceptibility. But this will not do, because magnetisation and
induction are similar. The induced magnetisation is
p^kF. In
strictness it should not be called the intensity ot magnetisation
but rather the density, if we properly carry out Maxwell's
prin
ciples about forces and fluxes, or intensities and densities. B is
a flux, therefore so is
^^kF, to be measured per unit area.
Now, the common form is
B<
it

=

/.F,
Bi

or

Here

=

=

(l-f47rK,)Ft.

Fi-l-47rIj,

have, apart from the 47r absurdity, an
kind, viz., that induction and mag
netisation are made identical in kind with
magnetic force since
we have the difference ot two flux densities
expressed by an

Ii

=

K^Fj.

irrationality

of

a

we

different
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which is referred to unit

intensity,"

matter very little in

mischievous in

length. Now, this may
but it is more than
calculations,
practical

a

Suppose,

tor

example, we are working
explicitly into account
the two ways of measuring vector magnitudes, with reference
to length and to area respectively, according as they are re
garded as flux densities or force intensities. Then, if we
do not recognise and take account of the radical difference
between Bj and Fj in the last equation, we may expect to be led
to singular and unaccountable anomalies.
This is, I think,
what has happened in Mr. MacAulay's recent paper on the
theory of electromagnetism. The remedy is easy. There
should be no special limitations imposed upon the quantities
concerned such as occur when permeability and inductivity are
with

theory.

kind ot mathematics that takes

"

"

made the

"

"

same.

It is also

for the

purpose of obtaining
distressing anomalies,
that the distinction between "induced" and intrinsic magneti
sation should be clearly recognised and admitted in the formula.
Let
In the above there has been no intrinsic magnetisation.
this now be Iq. An equivalent form is /uh„, where hg is the cor
responding intrinsic magnetic force. This Ij is of the same

highly desirable,

same

scientific clearness and freedom from

nature

as

B.

The

complete
B

where H is the

=

complete

induction becomes

/*(F-Hh„)

=

/xH,

force of the fiux B.

This is the best

If H be split at all, let it be
way of exhibiting the induction.
into the part involving the intrinsic force \ and the rest. Or,
E

The other

=

l, + pT.

separation, namely,

ot

p'F

intothe ether induction

and the additional part due to matter, is less useful.
done, then

P^T

If

B=Io-l-I-l-//oF.
amalgamate I„ and I, to make, say, I^,
magnetisation, intrinsic and induced, we have
It

we

now

E

=

I,+p.oT,

which, translated into irrational units, makes

B;=47rI,;-f/ioF.;

the total

and
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the p.^

lastly, omitting

obtain the

by assuming

it

to

be

unity,

we

common

Fi-h iTrl^i,
faults, the arbitrary iir, the equalising of an
flux, and the unnatural union ot physically dis
Ei

=

three

containing
intensity and a
tinct magnetisations.

"Different men have different opinions some like apples,
like inions." But can anyone possibly really like the
roundabout and misleading way of presenting the magnetic
flux relations which I have above criticised ? There is no
excuse for it, except that it was employed by great men when
—

some

they

were

engaged

in

making magnetic theory,

before

they

When the rough
had assimilated its consequences thoroughly.
desirable
to go over
it
is
then
is
work of construction
over,
We
it again, and put it in a better and more practical form.

should copy the virtues ot great men, if
faults.

we

can, but not their

engaged in practical work can hardly be expected
fully appreciate the importance of these things, because their
applications are of so highly specialised a nature, in the details
of which they may become wholly absorbed.
They may even
go so tar as to say that the paper theory of magnetic induction is
not ot the least moment, because they are concerned with iron,
and although there may be a certain small range of application
of the theory even in iron, yet they are scarcely concerned
with it, and, therefore, it is of no consequence.
There could
not be a greater mistake.
A complete theory ot magnetic
Induction, including hysteresis, must necessarily be so con
structed as to harmonise with the limited theory that has
Men who

are

to

already been elaborated, which is
in

understandable when exhibited

purified form, freed from 47r's and other anomalies. First
of all, we have the ether, in which B p^F or B p^'R, because
of the absence of intrinsic magnetisation.
Next we come to
a

=

=

bodies in which the relation between flux
pR, where p differs from p^, being
smaller, and is either a constant scalar, or else

elastically magnetised
and force is linear.
either greater

or

(with eolotropy)
netisation,

density.
H

=

=

linear

F and H

the current

tioii, then

a

Then B

operator. It there is no intrinsic mag
still the same, and the curl ot either is
But should there be intrinsic mao-netisa-

are

h„-(-F, whilst

E

=

pR still, and it is the curi
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of F that is the current

Or, B !(, -I- pF, The next
linear, but some other function
ot F, to be experimentally determined, it it be possible to
express B Iq, which is the free induction, as a function of F.
Ot course, it can be done approximately.
Then comes the
difficult question ot hysteresis.
This involves the variation ot
Iq with F, with consequent waste of energy. If this little
matter be satisfactorily determined, we may expect to have a
sound mathematical theory of magnetic induction in an
step is

to make

pF

density.

be not

=

a

-

form

shall properly harmonise with the
elementary theory. The divergence ot
The experimental justification of this
B is zero all through.
is
the
fact
that no unipolar magnets have yet
generalisation

extended

which

rational form of the

been discovered.

Effect of

a

Thin Plane Conducting Sheet

on

a

Wave.

Persistence of Induction and Loss of Displacement.

Coming now to the effects produced on electromag
by a small amount ot conductivity, to be after
wards increased, we shall adopt a particular device tor simplify
ing the treatment. Imagine, first, the dielectric medium to
possess a uniformly-distributed small conductivity. Evidently,
the action of the conductivity on a wave is a continuous and
cumulative one. Next, localise the conductance in parallel
§

193.

netic

waves

number of

is, substitute tor the uniform conductivity a great
parallel plane conducting sheets, between which the

medium is

non-conducting.

sheets

—

ciently,

that

If

we

increase their number suffi

plane is parallel to that
approximate, in tho gross, to the effect of the
conductivity which the conductance ot the sheets

their action

on a wave

whose

ot the sheets will
uniform

replaces. We have, therefore, to
single very thin conducting sheet

examine the influence of

upon

a

wave.

a

This is not

difficult.

Imagine, then, a simple plane electromagnetic sheet to be
running through the ether at the speed ot light. This is the
natural state ot things ; and, in the absence of conductivity or
Now insert
other disturbing causes, there will be no change.
It should
a plane conducting sheet iu the path ot the wave.
be so thin that the retarding effect of diffusion within it is
quite insensible. Let the wave strike it flush. The theory
A A
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shows that it is

immediately split into two similar waves, one
beyond the plate, whilst the other is

of which is transmitted
reflected.

The transmitted

respect except strength.

no

differs trom the incident in

wave

It is attenuated in

a

certain ratio

upon the conductance of the sheet, being greatly
attenuated when the conductance is large, and slightly atten

depending

uated when it is small.
transmitted

wave moves

on

The formulfe are reserved. This
just as the incident wave did, and

further happens to it.
hand, having its direction

The reflected wave,

nothing
other

of motion

opposite

on

the

to that of

the incident and transmitted waves, travels back the way it
came, and nothing further happens to it.
The direction ot the

magnetic force in the three waves is the
general property, irrespective ot the amount
of conductance. But a much more striking one connects the
intensity of the magnetic force in the three waves. The sum
ofthe intensities in the reflected and transmitted waves equals
the intensity in the original incident wave.
That is, the con
ductance, with dissipation ot energy, has had no effect whatever
on the total induction.
It has merely redistributed it, by
it
two
into
splitting
parts, which then separate from one
This is

same.

one

"

another.

The

incident

wave.

may be

readily understood,

"

number of tubes

in the reflected wave may
be made to bear any ratio we please to the number in the
transmitted wave by altering the conductance of the
plate :
but their sum is always exactly the number of tubes in the

spite

This property exemplifies, in a manner which
the persistence of induction, in
ot conduction and waste of
energy.

But

as

regards

the

displacement,

From the fact that the refl"ected

the

wave

case

is

runs

quite different.
back, whilst its

magnetic force preserves its original direction, we see that the
electric force must be reversed.
On the other hand it is
unchanged in the transmitted wave.
It, then, their sum
equalled the electric force in the incident wave, it would imply
that the transmitted wave was ot greater
amplitude than the
incident.

But it is

displacement.

smaller, invariably. So there is
Thus, if H in the incident becomes (1

a

loss ot

w)H in
the transmitted wave, where n is some
proper fraction, it
becomes jiH in the reflected wave.
At the same time E inthe
incident becomes {\-n)]l in the
transmitted, and -nE in the
-
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is, therefore, 2nE,

or

the loss ot

displacement is 2nJ). By the loss we mean the excess of the
displacement in the incident over the sumot the displacements
in the two resulting waves, transmitted and reflected.
This
loss

occurs

at the very moment

the incident

coincides

wave

with the

The plate itself may be regarded as a
plate.
dielectric homogeneous with the ether outside, or
perhaps of
different permittivity, but with the conducting and
dissipating
property superposed. When thin enough, the permittance of
the plate is ot insensible influence, and
may be disregarded.
But strictly, a conducting dielectric is a dielectric which cannot
support displacement without wasting it, so that a continuous
supply ot fresh displacement is needed to keep it up. The rate
ot waste ot energy is proportional to the electric stress.
But it should be carefully noted that the loss of energy aud
the loss of displacement are entirely distinct things, which are
not proportional ; and that the loss of displacement itself may
sometimes require to be understood in a somewhat artificial
For the loss may be greater than what there is to lose.
It must then be understood vectorially.
This occurs when n

sense.

is

greater than J.

When

n

=

^,

the refiected and transmitted

equally strong, and only differ in the direction
of the displacement.
The less ot displacement is, thereThe
loss
ot energy in the plate is simul
tore, complete.
taneously at its maximum, being equal to one-half of the
If we reduce the conductance ot
energy ot the original wave.
the plate, we increase the transmitted wave, and reduce the
The
waste of energy in it and the loss of displacement.
amount of the latter still remains positive, therefore, assuming
The extreme is reached
it to be positive in the incident wave.
Then the incident wave
when the plate has no conductance.
goes right through without any splitting and reflection, and
waves

are

attenuation, and there is no waste ot energy.
hand, it we increase the conductance above the
critical value making n h, we reduce the transmitted wave
and increase the reflected, whilst we simultaneously reduce the
therefore without

On the other

=

waste of energy in the

ment.

and increase the loss ot

plate

The extreme is reached when the

conductor.

There is then

no

energy, whilst the reflected

transmitted

wave

plate

wave

is of full

is

and

displace
perfect

a

no

loss ot

size, but with the
AA

2
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displacement reversed as compared with the incident, so that
displacement, in the sense described, is the greatest
2D.
viz.,
possible,
It will be seen from these details that whilst the absorption
or
dissolving ot induction by conductance is a myth, the idea
of an absorption of displacement is not without its incon
the loss ot

veniences when the conductance is great, and that this becomes
really no loss of energy in the plate,

extreme when there is

when, in fact, the incident wave does nothing in it, but is wholly
rejected with its displacement reversed. It seems, then, more
natural to consider the waste of energy from the field caused
the plate as loss.
This takes place equally from the electric

by

and

magnetic energies,

one

ot the three

the

plate

since

waves.

is to have very

necessarily equal in every
application made later,
conductance
slight
(in the limit an

they

are

But in the

infinitely small amount), so that the total displacement cannot
change sign, but merely suffers a slight loss. Then the idea
of loss ot displacement by conductance becomes useful again.
The loss of energy takes place as the incident wave is travers
the plate. Its successive layers each cause a minute attenua

ing

tion of the
tion and

wave passing, and this applies
equally to the induc
displacement, so that the transmitted wave emerges

from the

plate

the incident.
minute

pure electromagnetio wave, a reduced copy of
The successive layers, too, each cast back a
of the wave traversing them, with

a

portion
unchanged
sign of the induction, but with displacement reversed; and
these rejected fluxes make up the reflected wave.
There are

evidently

residual effects due to

the internal reflections ot
the main reflected wave, but these residuals
tend to vanish when the plate is thin
enough.
It the plate be a magnetic instead ot an electric
minute

portions of

conductor

the

theory

is

quite similar.

The transmitted

is an
attenuated continuation of the incident.
The reflected wave
is also a copy of the incident, also reduced.
But it is now
the induction that suffers loss, because its direction
in the
reflected wave is opposite to that in the incident and
wave

trans

mitted.

On the other

band, the displacement now fully per
sists, being merely split into two parts by the plate.
Notice that it the plate be both an electric and a
magnetic
conductor, its attenuating effect from these two causes on the

THEOKY

transmitted
pure

wave

wave,

we
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will be additive,

with extra attenuation.

have

a

peculiar

conductance is to

result.

reverse

so

But

that it will emerge a
as
regards the reflected

The action ot the

the induction whilst

displacement straight; whilst
is to reverse the displacement
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magnetic

keeping

the

that ot the electrio conductance
and

keep

the induction

straight.
magnitude
by the addition of magnetic conductance to previouoly existent
With a proper proportioning ot the two
electric conductance.
conductances, the reflected wave may be brought nearly to
In the limit
evanescence from a plate of finite conductance.
the compensation is perfect, and the incident wave goes right
through without reflection, though it suffers extra attenua
This is the explanation of the distortionless propagation
tion.
ot waves in a dielectric medium possessing duplex conducti
vity, electric and magnetic. Whilst there is no reflection iu
transit, there is a continuous loss both ot displacement and ot
The result is that the reflected

wave

is reduced in

induction.
The Persistence of Induction in Plane

Strata, and

in general.

Also in Cores and in Linear Circuits.

§ 194. Now return
and, as described, let

to the case ot

electric

conductivity alone,
locally
We know that the
tance of any number of parallel plates.
effect ot any one of them on a thin electromagnetic sheet is to
split it, as previously described. If we like, therefore, we can
follow each of the resulting waves, and observe how they are,
in their turn, split by the first plates they meet, giving rise to
tour waves, to be a little later split into eight, and so on. This
condensed into the conduc

it be

process may seem cumbrous, but it is also an instructive one.
Thus, consider what happens to the total induction. We
know that it

split

occurs.

persists

in amount and direction when

Now the

same

split a wave suffers in
parallel conducting plates.

sive

property applies

our

a

to every

dielectric medium

single
succes

containing

So the total induction remains

It is redistributed and spreads out both ways, but
without the least loss. There is a small loss ot energy at every
split, but this does not affect the total induction. This applies
when we start trom a single pure electromagnetic sheet moving

constant.

either way.

It therefore

applies

when the initial state consists
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of any number of such sheets, of any strengths, forming a per
fectly arbitrary initial distribution of induction and displace
ment in
layers. There is still persistence of

parallel plane
Finally, the same applies when we split up
the conducting plates themselves into plates ot smaller con
ductance, and spread them out at uniform distances. The
the induction.

ultimate limit of this process is reached when the conduct
is quite uniformly spread, so that we have a perfectly
It is, fundament
homogeneous medium under consideration.
a dielectric propagating disturbances at speed v ; but it
ally,
ance

a conductor as well, and distorts the waves and
The speed v is (mc)~*, with the proper
their energy.
values of p and c.
The conductivity does not interfere with
But observe that
this property of propagation at finite speed.

is,

in

addition,

dissipates

ignore the displacement, then the corresponding
infinitely great. We conclude trom the above that
plane sheets ot induction in electrio conductors always preserve
the total induction constant in amount, irrespective of the
amount of elastic displacement, or whether there is any at all.
That is, induction cannot be destroyed by conductance.
if

we

speed

choose to
is

If, then,

it suffers

destruction,

this must be due to

some

It may be merely a cancellation by the union of
oppositely-directed inductions. This may be termed a vectorial

other

cause.

cancellation.

induction.

It may occur, ot course, with plane strata of
if, in an infinitely large conductor, the total

Thus

induction be

zero, which does not

require the induction
a
density
complete annihila
tion ot the induction by mutual cancellations.
Should, how
The
ever, the total induction be not zero, it will persist.
induction density will tend to zero, but that will be merely on
account of its attenuation by spreading, not because there is
any destruction by the conductance or resistance when eithei
initially

to be zero, the final effect will be

of them is finite.

To prevent the attenuation

to zero we

may

interpose infinitely conducting barriers, one on each side, in
planes parallel to the sheets ot induction. Then the final
result will be that the induction will spread itself out
uniformly
between the barriers and maintain a finite density.
To illustrate this

property in

a

somewhat less abstract

man

ner, consider a large ring, say of copper, though iron will do
equally well except as regards some complications connected

THEORY
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by

an

enveloping

that the induction goes along the core in a
circuit.
When it is steadily set up, it we remove

complete

so

the coil-current

(and the coil too, preferably for our present
the induction in the core will, in time, all come out of
it.
But if we clap an infinitely-conducting skin
upon the core,
it will not come out.
Then we have a certain fiux ot induction
locked up, as it were, in a conducting material, which has no
purpose)

effect upon it.
It can neither be destroyed by the conductance
ot the core nor can it get through the
perfectly-obstructive
skin.

If the skin is clapped on after
partially escaped (which escape begins on
the interior is sensibly affected), there is

induction,

which continues until

reached.

During

core

and

some

induction.

original

a

new

the

induction

the

outside, before

a

has

redistribution ot

state of

equilibrium

is

this process there is electric current in the
waste ot energy.
But there is no waste ot the

The final

induction

induction

across

is

the

mean

the section of the

value ot the

core.

In further illustration, let the core be hollow and be induc
circularly instead ot along its length by means of two

tised

—

—

its

boundaries, inner and outer, oppositely directed,
following the length of the core. When this is done, remove
the currents and clap on perfectly conducting skins internally
and externally.
There will be a similar persistence of the
induction, although its tubes now go round the inner boundary
circularly. There may be an initial settling down, but the
outer skin will not let the induction expand outwardly, and the
currents

on

inner skin will not let it contract

happen we might

inwardly.

have cancellation.

To

If the latter could

get this effect

remove

Then, whether we fill up the hollow with
finitely conducting matter or leave it nonconducting, we allow
The
the induction to spread internally and permit cancellation.
induction will now wholly disappear, in spite of the external skin.
the inner skin.

That is to say, there will be a continuous passage ot the induc
tion out ot the initially inductised region, accompanied by elec

tric current therein, which will continue until the whole of the
magnetic energy is wasted as heat in the core.
The same property is exemplified, though in a less easily under

standable manner, with a single closed line or circuit ot infinite
If it embrace a certain amount of induction it
conductance.
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do so, in the absence ot impressed force to alter
The induction is locked in and cannot pass
the
circuit to dissipate itself

always

the amount.

through

infinitely- conducting

If the conductance of the circuit be

The time-constant varies

through.

as

finite, then it

of the induction is manifested

disappearance

by

get

can

the conductance.

The

the waste of

energy in the circuit, the electric current in which is sup
ported by the voltage ot the decreasing induction through it.
But the current is there all the

same

and there is

no

On the other
the

voltage
hand,

in the circuit.

if there is

circuit, there will continue

to

(measured magnetically)
steady,

The induction is

when the conductance is infinite.

But

none

initially
be

when

none

is needed.

induction

no

a

through
magnetic field

is created in its

neighbourhood. But although the tubes ot induc
through the infinitely conducting circuit so as to
make the induction through it be a finite quantity, yet they do
pass through a surface bounded by the circuit, as much positively
as negatively.
The resulting induction distribution is to be got
by superimposing the external induction and that due to a cur
rent in the circuit ot such strength as to make the total induction
through it be zero. The property is a general one, for if the cir
cuit be moved about in a magnetic field, there is always, in virtue
of its impermeability to the magnetic flux, zero total induction
through it if its conductance be infinite ; whilst if it be finite
but great, there is an approximation to this result so long as the
motion is kept up, or the external field be kept varying.
At the
tion cannot cut

time, the least amount ot resistance in the circuit will be
sufficient, if time enough be given, to allow the external induc
tion, when due to a steady cause, to get past it to the full
same

extent, when of

course the current in the circuit will cease.
similar manner, displacement can be locked up
by a
circuit of perfect magnetic conductance.
There is also per
sistence of displacement in spite ot a finite degree ot
magnetic
conductivity in a continuous medium, unless it be

In

a

electrically

conducting

as

well.

The La-ws of Attenuation of Total Displacement and Total
Induction by Electric and Magnetic Conductance.

§

195.. Next consider the effect of

the total

displacement.

a
conducting medium upon
We know that the latter decreases

THEORY

with the

time,

trom the

theory
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and the law of decrease may be

of

a

exceeded the

a

certain

original.

found

value, the loss of dis

in

But,

readily

We found that

single conducting plate.

when its conductance exceeded

placement
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regarding

the action

homogeneous conductor upon a wave as the limit (in
gross) ot that ot an assemblage ot parallel plates in which
ot

a

conductance is localised

ably

accurate

the
the

process may not seem unassailbut which is justified by the results),

(which

beforehand,

it is easy to see that we have merely to deal with plates of
such very low conductance that the loss at each is extremely

small, so
Thus, let

that the above-mentioned
the loss at

displacement D
equal to unity.
the

in

plate

one

a wave

mD,

to

difficulty

be such

Here mD is the

as

where
sum

does not enter.

to reduce the initial

??i

is

a traction nearly
displacements in
latter being very

of the

transmitted and reflected waves, the
opposite sign to the initial D.

As these

small and ot the

separate, they reach other plates and

plates

have each the

same

m'D is further attenuated

are

conductance

by

split
as

anew.

the

first,

waves

If these
the total

them to m^D when the two

waves

split into eight
by the next plates that are reached, the total displacement
becomes m^D ; and so on. These successive displacement totals
It fol
decrease according to the law ot a geometrical series.
lows that, in the limit, we shall have the total displacement
represented by an exponential function of the time, say by
become tour.

Next, when these four

D
where

Dq

is the initial

=

value,

waves are

D„€-'",

(1)

and D what it becomes at time t.

To find the value ot ?!., we have merely to examine the form of
the fraction m, observe how it depends on the conductance of

plate, and proceed
plates infinite, whilst

one

to

the limit

by making

the number

their conductances are infinitely small.
The result is that the constant n has the value k/c, where k is
the conductivity and c the permittivity ot the homogeneous
ot

conducting

medium.

In the irrational units ot the B.A. Committee this quantity
is represented by -i-n-k/c, which is, of course, nonsense, like the
doctrine about the square ot a vector.
They are

quaternionic
both

going

to go.

distributioL ot

The above

displacement

in

reasoning applies to any initial
plane layers, instead of merely
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sheet.

displacement
'"■

Therefore, equation (1) shows that the

subsides

Now, this represents

according

to

the

time-factor

Maxwell's law of subsidence of
"

displacement in a conducting condenser (apart from absorp
tion'' and hysteresis), or of the static distribution of displace
ment associated with electrification in a conducting medium.
We see that the law has a far more general meaning.
The
initial displacement need not be static, but may be accom
panied by magnetic induction, and may consequently move
about in the most varied manner, whilst its total amount
decreases according to the static law. A homogeneous medium
is

presupposed,

and modifications may be introduced

by

the

action ot boundaries.
next to the

analogous case of a magnetic conductor,
displacement remains constant whilst
the total induction subsides, it is unnecessary to repeat the
argument, but is sufficient to point out the law according to
which the subsidence occurs.
If Bq be the initial total
induction, and B what it becomes at time t, we shall have

Passing

in

which

the

total

B

=

B„€-^'/'',

(2)

where g is the magnetic conductivity and p. the
inductivity.
The time-constant c/k of the former case has become p./g.

Returning to the former case, it should be noted that when
the initial distribution is ot the static nature, unaccompanied
by magnetic force, it retains this property during the sub
sidence.
For, since the displacement subsides everywhere
according to the same time-factor, its distribution does not
alter relatively, or it remains similar to itself.
Since, then
there is no magnetic force, there is also no true electric current.
There is also

no

flux of energy.
That
on the
spot.

is converted into heat

is, the electric energy

A considerable extension may be
there be

a

conducting

given to this property. If
dielectric in which the
permittivity

varies from place to place, containing a static distribution of
displacement, then, if the conductivity vary similarly from
place to place, so that the time-constant c/k is the same every
where, the displacement will subside everywhere alike, without
magnetic force or flux of energy, and with purely local dis-

THEORY

the

sipation ot
sented by

OF

electric

E

where
no

Eq

curl,

laws

=

energy.

Eoe

"*'/",

are

For the solution is repre
H

=

0,

is the initial edectric force ot the static

and E that at time t.

satisfied, the first

of the
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kind, having

Both the fundamental circuital

because the true

current is

the

conduction and

displacement currents, and the
second because Eq has no curl and k/c is constant.
If it were
not constant then,
obviously, the property considered -would not
sum

be

true ;

there

would be

different

places,
change, along

different

rates

and the distribution of

with

magnetic force,

ot subsidence

displacement

electric

at

would

current

and

transfer of energy.

The

requires

corresponding
the

property

constancy

whether p and g

are

of

the

in

a

magnetic

time-constant

themselves constant

or

conductor

p/g.
variable

Then,
from

place to place, a static distribution ot induction subsides
everywhere alike, and without the generation of electric force.
Returning again to plane strata of displacement in an
electrically-conducting homogeneous dielectric, it may be
inquired how the property (1) ot the subsidence ot the total
displacement will be affected by the simultaneous existence of
This will undoubtedly affect the
magnetic conductivity.
phenomena in detail, but will have no effect on the property in
question. Similarly, the law (2) of the subsidence ot total
induction will not be affected by the presence ot electric con
ductivity. That is, in general, when there are both conduc
tivities present, and both the fluxes displacement and induction
present, the total displacement subsides according to one law
and the total induction according to the other, without inter
These properties have their parallels in the theory of
ference.
telegraph circuits, as we shall see later.
It should be remembered that we are dealing always with
matter in the gross, and not with molecules at all ; or, equiva
lently, we assume a homogeneous constitution ot the elements
of volume.
Thus, when displacement subsides in an electrio
conductor without generating magnetic force, the possibility
and necessity ot which are clearly indicated by the two cir
cuital laws, it may be that it

we

go in between the molecules
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how
magnetic force. It is, in fact, difficult to conceive
consti
molecular
of
medium
displacement in a heterogeneous
Lhere is

tution could be done away with without the generation ot
force, considering that the energy of the displace

magnetic

converted into heat energy.
This matter, however, does not belong to the skeleton theory
ot electromagnetism, but is rather to be considered as a sidematter involving physical hypotheses to account for the influ
ment is

ence

ot matter upon the

electromagnetic

laws.

The Laws of Attenuation at the Front of

a

Wave, due to

Electric and Magnetic Conductance.

simple laws relating to the subsi
(sometimes true for the elementary
parts) there are equally simple laws relating to the subsidence
of the fluxes at the front of a wave advancing into previously
§

196. Besides the above

dence ot the total fluxes

undisturbed parts of the medium, which sometimes admit of
extension to the body ot the wave.
To understand this it may
be mentioned first, that the front of a wave in a non-conduct

always pure ; that is, the electric and magnetic
wave-plane, and are perpendicular and in
The body ot the wave need not be ot this
constant ratio.
pure type, owing to the change ot form ot the wave-front and
other causes, but the property of purity always characterises
the wave-front.
This may be disguised in the case of a thin
when it is regarded as the front, for
shell,
electromagnetic
the shell itself may be complex.
Then the mere front of the
shell may be the only quite pure part.
But taking cases
free from this complication, we should next note that the
introduction ot conductivity into the medium makes no
ing

dielectric is

fluxes

are

in the

difference in the form ot the wave-front or its position at a
given stage of its progress, provided, of course, that the two
quantities upon which the speed ot propagation depends the
inductivity and permittivity are not altered. Now, as has
been already explained in connection with the theory of a thin
conducting plate, as the wave advances through a continuously
conducting medium its successive layers are being continuously
subjected to a reflecting process, a minute portion ot every
layer being thrown back, whilst the bulk is transmitted. In
—

—
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the body of a wave, therefore, there is a mixed-up state of
things. At the very front, on the other hand, there is no such
mixture, for the disturbance consists wholly of what has been
transmitted of the front layer. We may, therefore, fully
expect
that the law of its attenuation in transit is ot a simple nature.
To find it, locally condense the conductance into that of
Let any one ot these
any number of equal conducting plates.
plates attenuate a wave traversing it from E to mE. If
initially pure it emerges a pure wave, and passes on to the
next plate, where it suffers a second attenuation
viz., to
m^E, and again emerges pure. At the third plate it becomes
rni^E, and so on. The reflected portions we wholly ignore at
present. The limit of this process, when the plates are in
finitely closely packed and ot infinitely small conductance, so
as to become a homogeneous dielectric
possessing finite con
ductivity, is that the time-factor of attenuation takes the
exponential form. The result is
—

E

Eq being

the

=

Eq€-*"^,

......

initial, and E the value

at time t.

(3)

The time-

2c//i; is just double that ot the subsidence ot total
displacement. Whilst, tor example, the total displacement in
a
plane wave attenuates to, say, y^ of its initial value, the
disturbance at the wave front has only attenuated to ^V of its
original value.
The property (3) applies to the magnetic as well as to the
It does not apply merely to plane
electric force and flux.
waves, but to any waves, because the superficial layer only is
involved, and any elementary portion thereof may be regarded
as plane.
So it comes about that the exponential factor given
in (3) makes its appearance in all investigations of waves in
constant

electrical conductors when the

permittivity is not ignored. It
previous one with the
time-constant c/k, which is the final result ot the complex pro
cess of mixture of reflected waves, or is equivalent thereto.
The corresponding property iu a magnetic conductor is that
is

a more

fundamental formula than the

the disturbance at the front ot
according to the time-constant

E

=

a wave

2p/g.

EoC-^*/2m

is attenuated in time t

Thus,

(4)
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Here the time-constant is twice that of the subsidence of the
Like the former formulse, these modified

total induction.

ones, (3) and (4), have their representatives in the theory of a
telegraph circuit, in spite ot the absence ot magnetic con
ductance. It is replaced by something that produces approxi
mately the same result.
In a conductor possessing duplex conductivity, electric and

magnetic,

their attenuative

independently cumulative,
expressed by
E
It is

really

that

are

=

/.i;H

=

actions at

or

additive.

the

wave-front

are

The attenuation is

Eq€-W2<'+S'W-

(5)

...

the attenuative actions of

a
single conducting plate
applies separately to every successive
thin conducting layer through which the front of the wave
runs, with the result (5), where the time-factor is the product
of the two former time-factors of (3) and (4).
In the theory of coils and condensers, not only do we meet
with the time-constants L/R and S/K, the ratios of inductance
to resistance and of permittance to conductance, but also with
the double values. Their ultimate origin may be traced in the
theory of the effect of a thin conducting plate upon a wave.
The exponential time-factors concerned in (3) and (4), and
the more complex one in (5), also make their appearance in
connection with the disturbance in the body ot a wave, though
in a less simple manner.
This will be returned to.

The

additive.

This

Simple Propagation of Waves in
Conducting Medium.

a

Distortionless

Coming now to the influence ot conductivity on a
elsewhere than at its extreme front, where we have
recognised that the influence is simply attenuative, the easiest
way of treating the matter is not to pass from the known to
the unknown, but to reverse the process and pick out the
cases which theory indicates are most
readily understandable.
§

197.

wave

This is to be done
of
tar

a

by a process ot generalisation.
duplex conductivity is, in a

conductor with

The

theory

certain

case

simpler than that ot a real electric conductor. We have
already mentioned that the reflective actions ot two plates
one an electric, the other a
magnetic conductor, are of oppo-
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displacement, and the
throwing back a portion
of the wave.
The joint action ot the two plates when
coexistent and coincident, or the action of a single plate with
duplex conductance, results in a complete disappearance of the

site natures.
second

reflected
the

The first

reverses

plate

wave

is

reverses

the

the induction when

are in proper ratio and
We then have transmission with

when the conductances

infinitely

thin.

attenuation but without reflection.

geneous medium,
we are reduced to
To

see

the full

when
a

kind of

Imagine

that

a

homo

being abolished,
unique simplicity.

start from any initial distribu

displacement

we

This occurs, in

Reflex action

propagation ot

meaning of this,

tions ot induction and
tric.

k/c g/p.
=

in

a

non-conducting

have obtained the full solution

the subsequent history ot the disturbances.

Now,

if

we

dielec

showing

introduce

conductivity, say electric, we shall, with the
same initial state, have a profoundly different subsequent his
tory. Again, with magnetic conductivity alone, we shall have
But if we
a course of events different from both the previous.
add on magnetic conductivity to previously existent electric
conductivity, we shall partly counteract the distorting influ
This counteraction becomes complete when
ence ot the latter.
the value ot the magnetic conductivity is raised so high as to
produce equality ot the time-constants ot attenuation due to
Further increase of the
the two conductivities separately.
magnetic conductivity will overdo the correction and bring on
distortion again, though ot a different kind.
Similarly, the distortion due to magnetic conductivity alone
is diminished by introducing electric conductivity, and becomes
completely abolished when there is enough of the latter to
equalise the time-constants. Further increase brings on the
distortion again, which is now ot the electric kind.

only

one

kind ot

When the state ot balance occurs, and the distortion is

wholly removed, the course of events following any initial state
is precisely the same as in a non-conducting medium, but with
a continuous attenuation expressed by equation (5) above spe
cialised to suit the equality ot the time-constants. That is, the
time-factor ot attenuation is now £-"='/=.
tortion applies to every kind ot wave.
This distortionless state in
sort of

This removal ot dis

conducting

central basis tor investigating the

media furnishes

more

a

recondite effects
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accompanying distortion. Nevertheless, its consideration would
of the non-existence
possess only a theoretical value, on account
of the second kind ot conductivity involved, were it not tor the
remarkable practical imitation of the distortionless state of
things which is presented in the theory ot telephone and other
If

circuits under certain circumstances.
tious

magnetic conductivity throughout

we

abolish the ficti

the medium traversed

the waves, we should, to have distortionless transmission,
This is only to be
also abolish the electrio conductivity.

by

by using wires of no resistance to guide the waves
non-conducting medium. But they have resistance,
of greater or lesser importance according to circumstances. Ot
what nature, then, is the distortion of waves produced by the
resistance ot a wire along which they run 1 The answer is,
that it is approximately ot the kind due to magnetic con
ductivity in the medium generally. On the other hand,
attained

through

the

different
in the

tivity
the

a

effect

ot

kind
the

medium

surrounding
ot leakage at

kinds

of distortion

medium

generally

due

to

remains

electric
in

leakage-conductance of
the wire, or the average

.londuc-

action, being

the

insulating

effect of other

distinct and separate spots

along the
approximate reproduction of tbe
theory ot magnetic conductivity acting to neutralise the
distorting effect of electric conductivity. The time-constants
p/g and c/k become L/R and S/K in a telegraph circuit,
circuit.

Thus

we

obtain

L being inductance,
leakage-conductance.
tionless

R

an

resistance, S permittance, and

Their

circuit, which may

K

equalisation produces the distor
turn up again later on.
In the

meantime I may remark that if the reader wishes to under
stand these things, he must give up any ancient
prejudices he
"
KR law " and the
may be enamoured of about a

consequent

"

KR
is over 10,000.
impossibility of telephoning when
When pointing out, in 1887, the true nature of the
telephonic
pro'olem and the absurdity ot the KR law applied thereto
generally, I predicted the possibility of telephoning with
"

"

"

KR

"

several times

as

great.

"

It has since been done.

In

America, of course. A short time since, in noticing the KR
32,000 reached by the New York-Chicago circuit, I further pre

=

dicted that it would go up a lot more.
The record is now about 50,000

It did very

shortly

(Boston-Chicago)

for

after.

practical
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work,

It

I believe.

But there is

exceeded in

no
an

means a

deal

more

for

That

possible work.
be largely

can

enterprising country.

The Transformation
a

good

need to stop at 50,000.

by Conductance of

Wave of Diffusion.

Effects of Electric and

an

Elastic Wave to

Generation of Tails.

Distinct

Magnetic Conductance.

now prepared to somewhat understand the
changes suffered by electromagnetic waves in
It being the distortion
transit through a conducting medium.
due to the conductance alone that is in question, we eliminate
that due to other causes by choosing plane waves for examina
tion, since these do not suffer any distortion in a homogeneous
dielectric when it is non-conducting.
Imagine, then, a simple
electromagnetic plane wave-sheet ot small depth to be running
through a dielectric at the natural speod conditioned by its
inductivity and permittivity. At any stage ot its progress, let
the medium become slightly electrically conducting all over,
not merely in advance of the wave but behind it as well, for a
What happens to the wave
reason that will presently appear.
now that the fresh influence is in operation 1
A part of the answer we can give at once, by the pre
The wave-sheet will move on just as before, but will
vious.
attenuate as it goes, according to the time-factor e-''</2ij_ Since
we suppose the conductivity to be slight, it follows that a great

§

198. We

nature of

are

the

distance may be traversed before there is notable attenuation.
We also know that the total induction remains constant.
The rest ot it that is, what is not in the sheet at any moment
—

is therefore left behind. The rejecting process commences the
moment the conductivity is introduced, and continues to act

—

until the

portions

plane

wave

is attenuated to

travel backwards.

to the same laws

as

the main

nothing. The rejected
they are themselves subject
plane wave, and so get mixed up.

But

The result is that at time t after the introduction ot the con
ductivity, the whole region ot disturbance extends over the
distance 2vt, halt to the right and halt to the left of the
initial

position.

At the

advancing right

end

we

have

a

strong

condensed disturbance, viz., the original wave attenuated, and
We can therefore, without
behind it a weak diffused one.
BB
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with

tail,
misunderstanding refer to them as the head and
Now the nature of the
out any body to complicate matters.
and the
tail is quite different as regards the displacement
one of them
to
convenient
therefore
It
is
regard
induction.
alone in the first place, and, of course, we select the induction,
the simple property of persistence that it
on account ot
or four different stages in
possesses. We can distinguish three
its development.
the

The first stage is when the attenuation of the head is not
Whilst
1 to 075.
great, say, whilst the head decreases from
025.
0
to
from
rises
tail
the
this occurs, the total induction in
its
extreme
at
a
to
and
and
is
The tail
point
thin,

tapers
long
tip, at distance 2vt behind the head, and is thickest
where it joins on to the head.
The second stage roughly belongs to the period during which

end,

or

the head further attenuates trom 0-75 to 05 or 0-4. The total
induction in the tail then increases from 025 to 05 or 0-6.

During this stage we find that the tail, which has, of course,
greatly increased in length, does not go on increasing in thick
ness at the place where it is developed, but stops increasing
and shows a maximum at or near that place.
The third stage occurs during the further attenuation of the
head to, say, O'l, whilst the total induction in the tail increases to
0-9 The maximum thickness of the tail is now a long way from
the head, and at the end of the stage is nearer to the middle than
Ot course, since the head itself is now so small,
to the head.
the additions made to the tail must also become smaller.
The fourth stage is when the head practically disappears
The maximum thickness
and all the induction is in the tail.
is now nearly in the middle on the right side, however-^and
—

nearly symmetrical with respect to its middle, where
there is a swelling, beyond which the tail tapers off both ways
to its two tips.-*
The final state is the consummation ot the previous, and is
one ot perfect symmetry with respect to the middle of the tail,
which is situated exactly where the plane wave was when the

the tail is

*

As the division into distinct

tion of the transition from
stood to be

formula,

but

an

stages is some-\vhat arbitrary, this descrip

elastic to

a

diffusion

only roughly approximate. It is
by a numerical process of mixture.

wave

should be under

made up, not from the
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spreading began.

The spreading now takes place
according to
the pure diffusion law, as of heat
by conduction.
Now as regards the displacement in the head and tail in the

different stages.
ment is

in the

the

In the first and second stages the
displace
in the tail, assuming it to be positive
where, it should be remembered, it attenuates in

wholly negative

head,

the induction which accompanies it. Thus,
when the head has fallen to 09, the total
displacement in the
head and tail has fallen to (09)^ or 0-81, so that the total
nega
tive displacement in the tail is ot amount 0 09, which is not
much less than the coincident induction. And when the head
same manner as

has attenuated to 08, and the total displacement to (0-8)^ or
064, the negative displacement in the tail amounts to 0-16.
But, unlike the induction, the displacement increases in the
tail trom the head up to not far from the tip, where, ot course,
it falls to

zero.

There is

tip

no

at the

the tail stretches out further to the
tions made to it

of

displacement

on

iu

But

as

and has fresh addi

the right side, the decrease ot the density
passing towards the head continues, until

somewhere about the end ot the second

This node is

next the head.

forward end.

left,

stage, it becomes

approximately

the induction has its maximum.

at the

place

zero

where

When the head has fallen to

we have the total displacement attenuated to 0-16, so that
negative displacement in the tail amounts to 0 24.
In the third stage the displacement is negative from the tip
up to somewhere near and beyond the maximum ot induction,
and increasingly positive in the remainder, up to the head.
That is, the region of positive displacement now extends itself

0-4,

the

from the head

a

good

way into the tail.

At the

same

time the

negative displacement moves forward.
During the fourth stage, the place of maximum negative
displacement shifts itself to nearly the middle of the region
between the tip and the node, beyond which the positive dis
placement has a nearly similar distribution, with a maximum.
But this positive distribution is only three-parts formed, as the
head is still ot some importance. The fifth stage completes
the formation ot the tail, with the displacement negative in
one half and positive in the other, and nearly symmetrical
with respect to the middle.
Finally, we come to a state of
one maximum of induction and two
with
perfect symmetry,

place

of maximum

bb2

